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LIST OF SYMBOLS
(only symbols used in more than one section are listed in detail)

A

coefficient in expressions for restriking current.

B

coefficient in expressions for restriking current.

B

indication for "breaker under test".

C

capacitance.

C'

substitute capacitance C' =Cs+ Ct.

C"

substitute capacitance C" = CsC/(Cs +Ct).

C

equivalent capacitailce of the parallel circuit in the direct vicinity

p

of the breaker.
C'
p
Cs

added capacitance parallel to the breaker.
equivalent capacitance of the souree side.

Ct

equivalent capacitance of the load circuit.

e

base of natural logarithm.

e

electronic charge.

E

voltage gradient.

f

frequency.

fi

frequency of instability-oscillation.

fn

industrial frequency.

fpl

frequency of first parallel-oscillation.

fp 2

frequency of second parallel-oscillation.

fs

frequency of feeder-circuit Ls,Cs.

fst

frequency of main-circuit-oscillation.

ft

frequency of load-circuit Lt, Ct

G

electrical conductance.

Gb

electrical conductance of a discharge.

Gbl

instantaneous electrical conductance of high conductivity discharge.

Gb

instantaneous electrical conductance of residual discharge.

2

Gs

steady electrical conductance after a disturbance of the discharge.

G

electrical conductance, initial value of high conductivity discharge.

1
G2
H

electrical conductance, initial value of residual discharge.
enthalpy.
disturbance in current through discharge.
current to be interrupted.
current through a gas-discharge.
current through a breaker and its parallelcircuit C , L
p p

1

current through CP

I'c

current through C'p
current through C' (after a reignition)

0

10 ,
les

c"urrent through C

Iet
Id

current through c1
instantaneous value of Ib at the instant of a residual-current reignition.

In

amplitude of current to be interrupted.

Is

current through souree and L

Ist

current of main-circuit-oscillation, portion of IB

!stat

steady-state portion of restriking current IB

It

curi:-ent through Lt.

1

chopping level of current Ib

J

current density.

0

8

6

•

k

Boltzmann constant

k

thermal diffusivity.

K

constant of (quasi-)static gas-discharge characteristic.
contact - distance

L

self-inductance.

L'

substitute for L L/(L + Lt)

L"
La

substitute for L' .+ L ' + L
s
1
g
self-inductance in equivalent circuit for a gasdischarge by Rizk.

Lg

self-inductance of return-conneetion from load to source.

Lp

self-inductancc of the first parallel-circuit (in the direct vicinity
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8

of the breaker)
Ls

equivalent self-inductance of the feeder circuit.

L~

aneillary self-induetance of the feeder circuit.

Lt

equivalent self-inductance of the load.

L' t

ancillary self-inductance of the load.

N

number of reignitions.

Osc

indication for "oscilloscope"

P

power.

r

conduction radius of a gas-discharge.

R

resistance.

~

resistance of a gas-discharge. ·

Rd

dynamic resistance of a gas-discharge.

Rg

equivalent resistance for a glow-discharge.

Ri

negative resistance in equivalent circuitfora gas-discharge by Rizk.

R

equivalent resistance for feeder-circuit.
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Rt

equivalent resistance for load-circuit,

R

s

0

resistance of the discharge at the chopping level

i,

1

0

auxiliary heat function.

~

indication for "shunt".
time.

td

time-interval between two reignitions.

t

rise-time of restriking voltage before reignition.

r

T

temperature.

Tl

indication for "transformer in feeder-circuit".

T2

indication for "transformer in load-circuit".

u

main-voltage, instantaneous value.

ub

voltage across a gas-discharge.

UB

voltage across breaker B.

uc,

voltage across C'

ud

breakdo·wn voltage (dielectric or residual-current reignition).

0

peak value of restriking voltage.

max
Umaxl

Umax2
un

Cs + c aftera reignition.
1

first or suppression peak of restriking voltage •
secoud or recovery peak of restriking voltage.
amplitude of main voltage U.

US

source-side voltage (across Cs>·

ut

load-side voltage (across Ct).

utmax 1 instantancous voltage Ut when UB Umaxl
Ut max2 instantaneous value Ut when UB = Umax2
instantaneous value UB at natura! or forced current-zero.
u
0

w

indication for "voltage-divider".
energy content.

y

admittance.

z

impedance.

a

exponent of current Ib in (quasi-)static discharge characteristic.

V.D.

time-constant of rnain-circuit during glow-discharge.
time-constant of a gas-discharge.
time-constant according Cassie.
time-constant according Mayr.
time-constant according Rizk.
time-constant for high-conductivity discharge.
time-constant for residual discharge.
I(

coefficient of thermal conductivity.

p

density
coefficient of electrical conductivity.

time-constant of the second parallel-circuit,
time-constant of the load circuit.
~hase

angle in expressions for restriking current.

phase angle.
w

angular frequency.

wi

angular frequency of instability-oscillation.

w

angular industrial frequency.

n

wpl

angular frequency of first parallel-oscillation,

w-p2

angular frequency of second parallel-oscillation.

ws

angular frequency of feeder-circuit L

w

angular frequency of main -circuit-oscillation.

st

"'t

8

,

C

angular frequency of load-circuit Lt, Ct.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

1. 1. Problem.

High-voltage circuit-breakers for alternating-current systems are nearly
as old as the electrical power supply. While in the first three-phase power
transmission over a langer distance in 1891 the switching

VI'3.S

performed

exclusively at the low voltage side, were round 1900 the air circuitbreaker, the oil circuit-breaker and the air-blast circuit-breaker already
known [1].
The basic principle of performance of the breakers has not been changed
during all the years they exist: with help of mechanica! scparabie conductors a firm conneetion with low contact impcdanee in closed position and
an infinitely high resistance in open position is obtained. During the transition time the conductivity is maintained by an electrical gas-discharge,
which interrupts during the passage through zero of the current to be
switchcd off.
The designers of circuit-breakers have always succeeded in keeping the
development of their apparatus more or less in step with the steadily increasing short-circuit power of the systems. Nowadays they are already
faced with system-voltages up to 750 kV and prospective currents up to
about 100 kA.
It could be surprising that - notwithstanding the apparently simple prin-

ciple of interruption and the many successful designs - the way in which
the interruption of current occurs is not yet fully understood.
The main reason is that the success or failure of interruption is mostly
determined in sometensof microseconds. During this time the behaviour
of the cîrcuit-breaker will be influenccd by the characteristics of the gasdischarge between the cantacts tagether with the transient voltages across
the contacts. The dynamical pattern of the discharge under the complicated cîrcumstances which appear near the current zero values is not yet
fully known.
The high-voltage circuits in which the circuit-breakers are installed consist of a large amount of elements with distributed self-inductances,
capacitances and resistances, which are partly dependent on frequency
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and voltage. Therefore, it is difficult to get a clear insight into the character of the restriking voltage.
On interruption of small inductive currents (such as no-load currents of

transformers) the restriking voltage can rise rapidly to high values as a
result of "current-chopping". Current-chopping is the sudden collapse of
the current prior to its natura! zero value. The electromagnetic power
which is built up in the self-inductances of the circuit at the moment of
current-chopping, beoomes free suddenly. Consequently the capacitances
in parallel or in series with these inductances are charged. With small
valued capacitances voltage-oscillations with high rate of rise and amplitude can occur.
These overvoltages can introduce a dielectric breakdown or flashover in
the disconnected circuit. However, they can also be the cause of reignitions in the breaker itself and hence of an interruption failure. The investigation therefore should be directed to:
a) the mechanism of current-chopping,
b) the restriking voltage,
c) the mechanism of the reignitions,
d) the restriking current,
The instantaneous behaviour of the gas-discharge has to be seen always in
conneetion with the influence of the circuit,

The time between the instant of contact separation and the instant at which
the restriking voltage is practically damped out, we shall call interruption-ti me. All phenomena which appear in the voltage and in the current
within the interruption -time form together the int e r r up ti on -c y c 1e •
During the breaking of small currents this interruption -cycle shows,
overall as well as detailed a very complicated pattern. This pattarn is
dependent on the type of breaker, the amplitude (and the frequency) of thc
current to be interrupted, the system-voltage, the elements from which
the circuit is set-up and the way of earthing. With accurate measurements
oscillations can be established showing frequencies between 50 c/s (industrial frequency) and 10 Mc/s, voltages with initial rate of rise to
10 OOOV~sec and currents with initial rate of rise to lOOOOA,jusec.
12

In this thesis an effort is made to give a survey and an explanation of the

many phenomena which occur during the interruption of small inductive
currents (varying between amperes and some tens of amperes RMS).
1. 3. The breakers investîgated.

The research mainly concentrated on a bulk oil -breaker and a small-oilvolume breakerin a single-phase circuit at a voltage of 10 kV. The results
were compared with those obtained with an air-blast circuit-breaker and
aload-break switch in a simHar circuit. A small-oil-volume circuitbreaker with oil-injection was also investigated.
The main data of the breakers investigated are:

No.

Rated ~I Rated
voltage current

Type

Symm.
3 phase
short circuit power

Remarks

1. bulk-oil
2. small-oilvolume

10 kV

600 A

230 MVA with double-interruption

10 kV

630 A

250 MVA with axial- and radialblast

3. air-blast

24 kV

400 A

500 MVA working air-pressure
14. 5x 105 n/m2

4. load-break
switch

10 kV

350 A

5. small-oilvolume

10 kV

400 A

-

with synthetic arecontrol-ehamber

250 MVA with oil-injection

-

During the experiments with oil-circuit-breakers no. 1 and no, 2 no
large differences were observed in the behaviour at small currents.
Therefore these breakers wil! not be explicitely distinguished during the
discussion, they will be referred to as "oll-circuit-breakers" or "oilbreakers". The load-break switch has its fixed contact in achamber of
insulation material. With larger currents gas is developed from the walls
of the extinction-chamber which stimulates the interruption. The above
switch is thus of the "hardgas" type. At the currents investigated (up to
60 A R. M. S.) it was found that the material of the. extinction chamber had
no noticeable effect on the interruption. Clearly during interruption of
these small currents negligible amounts of gas are developed. The interruption seems thus to be similar as in an air-break switch. This switch
will therefore be treated as an air-break switch.
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CHAPTER 2 THE CIRCUITS

2,1. The test-circuits.
In electric generation and transmission generally three-phase circuits are

used. They may be presented in their most simple form by fig. 2. 1. 1. The
souree side S consistsof the whole transmission-network including the
last transfarmer at the feeder-side of circuit-breaker B,
B

ru
:B-T

i

T

_j

Fig. 2.1.1. Block diagrom of the inductive circuits.

The inductive load T is mostly constituted of an unloaded or inductively
loaded transfarmer. The conductors between the feeder-transfarmer and
Bishere represented by 8-B, the conductors between the circuit-breaker
and T by B-T. S-B and B-T may be composed of cables, overhead-lines
and/or busbar systems. Very often the circuit-breaker is placed in the
direct vicinity of the feeding- or the load -side transformer,
In circuit-breaker testing laboratories S consists often of a short-circuit

alternator and a transfarmer. In this case the required inductive load is
obtained from air-cored reactor-coils. Here the connections S-B and B-T
are generally relatively short,
For a fundamental study of the interruption phenomena the three-phase
circuit is not quite convenient. It requires complicated measuring te ehniques because prior and during interruption all terminals of the breaker
come on high potential (see section 3,2),

Furthermore, by inductive and

capacitive coupling, disturbances in the current and voltage of each phase
occur due to the interruption phenomena in bothother phases. These disturbances do not contribute to the interruption of the other phases, because
their current ze roes are normally shifted 60° with respect to each other.
However, they may seriously interfere with the interpretation of the oscillograms. On the other side the variety of circuits prevailing in practice
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is so large, that the results obtained from a certain three-phase circuit
would be fully equivalent in some special cases only.
For all these reasons the investigation was mainly carried out in singlephase circuits. The connections S-B and B-T were very short. One pole
of the circuit breaker was used for interruption.
Depending on the location of carthing, in principle three different circuits
can be investigated. They will be indicated by diagram 1 (fig. 2.1.2),
diagram 2 (fig. 2. 1. 3) and diagram 3 (fig. 2. 1. 4).
B

Principles of grounding.
Fig. 2.1.2. Grounding of the return conductor. Diagrom 1.
Fig. 2.1.3. Graunding between cireuit•breaker and laad. Diagram 2.
Fig. 2.1.4. Grounding between circuit·breaker and source. Oiogrom 3.

Diagram 1 agrees best with one phase of a three-phase circuit. However,
it presents the same difficulties: both terminals of the breaker are on high
potential during interruption,
In section 7. 5 it will be shown that diagram 2 fundamentally does not differ

from diagram 1. This does not apply to diagram 3. In the latter the "maincircuit-oscillation" (section 7. 3 to 7. 5) cannot occur. Therefore the
greater part of the experiments was carried out in circuits according to
diagram 2. Diagrams 1 and 3 were mainly used for checking the results.
The system-voltage was always 10 kV(RMS). This voltage was obtained
from a 380V/lOkV transfarmer fed by the low voltage cable-network of the
municipal power supply. The load was a second 10 kV /380 V transfarmer.
At the low voltage side of this transfarmer a number of air-cored reactorcoils was connected to obtain the required currents. The complete diagram
is given in fig. 2.1.5.
Moreover a great number of measurements was carried out with a smalloil-volume circuit-breakerin a three-phase circuit, In this case the circuit-breaker was directly connected to the municipal 10 kV cable-network
(symmetrical short-circuit power about 180 MVA). For B-T short connexions were used as well as a three-phase cable with earthed lead-sheath
of about 80 m length. The cross-section per phase was 95 mm2. The total
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4
capacitance per phase came to 3 x 10 pF. The load-side transformer was
connected in star with earthed neutral.
osc. input
- --voltage recording
r---~=::=::::to

breaker under
test

L. __ _j

_I

ind.
load

L

transf.1 0.38/10kV
100 kVA Ek = 3.4%

-

_ _/

transf.2 10/0.22 kV
300kVA Ek=3,8%

Fig. 2.1.5. Single phase test circuit.
V.D. voltage di vider Sh = shunt
El. = relelive impedenee voltage

municipal
cable
network
(180 MVA)

10/0.22 kV
Ek=3.8%
Fig. 2.1.6. Three phose test circuit.
V.D.l, V.D.2 =voltage dividers
Sh = shunt
Ek
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= relotive impedonee voltage

Fig. Z.I. 6. gives the complete circuit, However, the current measured
in this circuit by the shunt Sh is not the same as the current

~

through the

breaker. Only a very small part of the high-frequency componentsof the
breaker-current can penetrate as far as the location of the shunt. The results obtained in the three-phase circuits showed no fundamental dUferences to those of the single-phaso circuits. Except the earlier mentioned
disturbances produced by the other phases in the phase under investigation,
the modified circuitry showed differences in frequency and amplitude of
the appearing oscillations only. These differences were largest in those
cases where for B-T the lead-sheath cable was used. With a short conneetion for B-T all measurable pheno·mena were of the same order as in
the single-phase circuits.
Therefore the experimental results and the conclusions. given in chapters 8,
9 and 10 are not necessarily applicable to all three-phase circuits occurring in practice. The conclusions are particularly useful under conditions
where the circuit-breaker is installed in the direct vicinity of the load-side
transfarmer or inductive-load, while the load is connected in star with
grounded neutraL

2, 2. The equivalent diagrams of the test-circuits.
The elements from which the circuits are assembied consist of complicated networks of self-inductances and capacitances. In order to treat the
circuits analytically, these networks should be simplified as much as possiblo by replacing the distributed elements by lumped ones.
Several authors have done theoretica! workin this field [2 to 5] •
For the investigation dealt with in this thesis only the action of the circuit
noticeable by the breaker is of importance for the mecbanism of interruption. (The voltage distribution across the circuit-elements will not be considered). Therefore it should turn out from the details of the interruptioncycle to what extent such a simplification is allowed. In first approximation the source-side as well as the load-side circuit of one phase of a three
phase-system may be considered a parallel circuit of a self-inductance and
a capacitance (fig. 2. 2,1).

The latter is a substitute for all distributed

ground capacitances of the self-inductances. The self-inductanee of the
souree side Ls can be derived from the short-circuit-impedance. The selfinductance of the load Lt from the load-current at rated voltage. The active ground-capacitance C8 and Ct then follow from w8 and wt, the oscil17

Fig. 2.2.1. Equivalent circuit for interruption of inductive currents.
First approximotion.

lation frequencies of the circuits after current-chopping. Fig. 2. 2.1. is
not fully representative for an explanation of the high initial rate of rise
of the restriking voltage after current-chopping nor for the oscillations
of the restriking current after a reiguition in the circuit-breaker.
After a reiguition the differences between the charge voltages of Cs and
Ct will not be equalized infinitely fast. From the "second parallel-oscillation" then arising (section 7. 2), the value of an active self-inductance
L" can be deduced. In fact L" is divided in a section Ls in front of the

breaker, L' after the breaker and L in the earthed connection, compare
t

g

fig. 2, 2, 2. Moreover it will turn out that the small equivalent capacitance
of the direct vicinity of the circuit-breaker is of essential importance for
current-chopping (chapter 4), the initial rise of the transient recovery
voltage (section 6.2) and the "first parallel-oscillation" aftera quickly
arising reiguition (section 7 .1). This capacitance is composed of the inherent parallel-capacitance of the circuit-breaker, the earth-capacitance
of both terminals of the breaker and the connected conductors in the direct
vicinity. Together they form the high-frequerJcy equivalent capacitance C

p

parallel to the circuit-breaker. During measurement also the capacitance
of the voltage-divider is to be included in C •
p

Is

~

IB

Cs
1cs.

Fig. 2.2.2. High frequency equivalent circuit lor interruption
of inductive currents.
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The small self-inductance of the circuit-breaker and its direct vicinity L

p

should be taken in account as well.
Therefore the equivalent diagram of fig. 2.2.2 is required fora comprehensive explanation of all details of the interruption-cycle. In this diagram
the resistances of the self-inductances and the discharge are not inserted.
In section 7. 5 it will be shown that this equivalent-circuit can also be used

for diagram 2 (fig. 2.1. 3), The equivalent-circuit for diagram3 {fig. 2, 1.4)
will be considered insection 7.5 as well, In fig. 2.2.2. the notations for
the currents and the voltages which will be used in this thesis are likewise
indicated.
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CHAPTER 3 THE EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

In order to investigate all phenomena of the interruption cycle careful

attention was paid to frequency-independent measuring circuits coveringa
range from 50 c/s to 10 Mc/s. Since the measuring-circuits should not
influence the interruption, demands were made for very high impedance
for the voltage-recording and very low impedance for the current-recording equipment. In order to be able to investigate each detail of the interruption-cycle, an accurate timing was required for the making-switch,
beginning of the contact-separation and triggering of the oscilloscope.
Much attention was paid to a central earthing of the circuits to be investigated, the measuring-circuits and the metal-cladding of the transformers
and the circuit-breaker under test.

3.1. Voltage recording.
For voltage measurement, voltage-dividers were developed which may be
applied capacitively or mixed (capacitively-resistively) as desired. Fig.
3.1.1. shows the design. In fig. 3.1.2. the diagram is given. The highvoltage si de of the divider is built-up from one or more series -connected
vacuum capacitors (50 pF) and a break-down voltage of 32 kV (peak) each.
The !ow-voltage side is composed of a parallel circuit consisting of 8 ca4
pacitors with a total capacitance c of 10 pF. The re sistor Z equal to
2
the surge-impedance of the cable serves to damp waves reflected at the
oscilloscope. The 8 capacitors are grouped concentric around the load resistor. In this way minimum self-inductance is obtained. The resistance
of the oscilloscope input is 1 Mfl . For very low-frequency phenomena a
resistor R = R c ;c should therefore be installed parallel to the high2 2 1
1
voltage side of the dividér. R consists of a column of series connected
1
carbon-resistors. The divider can easily be equipped with this column.
Fig. 3.1. 3 gives the frequency characteristics for the voltage measuring
circuitswithand without R

1

( 400 Mfl ), with

c2

=

25 pF, Z

=

5011 and a

2 m coaxial cable.
A more detailed description of these and other high-impedance voltage
dividers will be published elsewhere.
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Fig. 3.1.1. Design of the voltage divider.

Fig. 3.1.2. Diagrom of the voltage measuriog circuit.
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3.2. Current recording.
The current through the breaker was measured with coaxia l shielded shunts
(resistanee L 412 r! or 0.5722 r! ). These shunts (ma de by Emil Haefely,
Basel) have a very low self-inductance, so that the results a re reliable
over a very large frequency-range (d. c. to > 10 Mc/s).
Fig. 3.2.1. shows the response of the current measuring circuit to an
unit-step current with a rise time of about O. 0311 s .
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A disadvantage of us ing shunts invol ves earthing of the circuit a t th e location of the shunt. Neglecting this could bring the oscilloscope on hig h
potential. Quite apart from the need for extended s afety measures, it is
objectionable since a complica ted circuit with unknown s e lf-inductances
and large ground capacitance s is adde d to the te s t-c ircuit a t the location
of the shunt. Conse quently, unwanted disturba nces in the high -frequency
phenomena as we ll as measuring errors a s a result of varying potentials
in the oscillos cope may occur. In order to me asure the discharge-current
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Ib the shunt was always connected directly to the breaker. At the other
terminal of the shunt the test circuit was earthed. At this location also the
earthing of the measuring circuits, the metal cladding of the transfermers
and the breaker-frame were terminated (fig. 2.1. 5).
3. 3. Recording of the oscillograms.
Records were obtained using a Tektronix cathode-ray oscilloscope type 555
with a Polaroid Land-camera or a Robot Star-camera. This oscilloscope
has a frequency range from de to 30 Mc/s. It is provided with 2 separate
inputs each with its own time base unit. Plug-in units type K, L, CA or
lAl could be applied. The following films were used: type 47 (speed
3000 ASA) or type 410 (speed 10000 ASA) in the Polaroid camera and Agfa
Record (speed 1250 ASA) in the Robot camera,
3,4. The timing-device,
For exact timing of the test cycles a timing device with 10 independently
variabie output channels was developed. In this apparatus 3 digital counting units are applied, so that 1000 counting pulses are avaîlable for a full
measuring cycle.

*>

Fig. 3.4.1. shows the block diagram. The counting pulses may be generated by multiplying the industrial frequency. Thus normal industrial frequency variations do not disturb the timing. The minimum puls-repetitioutime is 500 p.s, Fora more detailed adjustment of the oscilloscope-trigger,
an additional delay-line was used.

*) Compare W. F. J, Kersten to be publisbed shortly.
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CHAPTER 4 INSTABILITY AND CURRENT-CHOPPING

The nature of the gas -dis charge during the interruption of small a. c. currents by high-voltage breakers is extremely complicated, In most cases
one eau speak of an arc-discharge. However, a glow-disclulrge may occur
for very small cun'ents even at a pressure of about one atmosphere.
Wilenever such a discharge suddenly ceases prior to the natura! zero of
the current of industrial frequency one speaks of current-chopping.
Current-chopping can bc produced by a variety of causes:
a. Under the inf1uence of motion of an interrupting medium the discharge
can be lengthen cd considerably until it ceases.
b. The electrical characteristics of the discharge together with those of
the circuit in which the breaker is placed may give rise to an unstable
condition at a definite value of the current.
Then, superimposed on the current of industrial frequency a highfrequency current-oscillation with increasing amplitude (instabilityoscillation, w i) is observed. As a result of this oscillation the instantaneous value of Ib can become zero, and the discharge is chopped
(see fig. 4.1).

-~
'------~"---

t
Fig. 4.1.

lnstobility asciilation leads to current·chopping.

c. By stepwise variations of the impcdanee of the discharge an oscillation
may be produced in the circuit to be interrupted (main-circuit-oscillation, ws ). This oscillation is also superimposed on the current of in1
dustrial frequency and can result in a forced current zero.
d. In oU-circuit -breakers at currents of about 1. 5 A the are-discharge
transfers into a glow-discharge. The latter requires a considerably
higher voltage. Because such a sudden voltage increase is prevented by
the circuit, the discharge ceases.
In this chapter the reasous for the cases a, b and d mentioned will be trea-
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ed, Current-chopping due to main-circuit-oscillation will be discussed in
chapter 7.
4,1. The variations of the gas-discharge in oil-circuit-breakers.
In oil-circuit-breakers the interrupting medium is produccd by the dis-

charge itself. Due to the high temporature the oil is decomposed. A gasmixture results, which consists mainly of hydrogen (appr. 70 %). other
major components are acethylene (C H2 ),
(C 2 H ) and methane
4
2
(CH ) [ 6) • Pressure and volume of this mixture are determined by the
4
discharge-current and the contact-distance. In case the current does not
exceed tens of amperes the average pressure of the gas is still of the order of one atmosphere (absolute).
The gas expands and mixes with the oil. This effect and the rapid contact
separation results in a violent motion of the oil.
In oil-;eircuit-breakers equipped with arc-control-devices fresh oil is in-

troduced into the chambers during the interruption process either by axialand/or cross-blast or by oil-injection usually through one of the contacts.
As aresult the gas-discharge is continuously kept in motion and undergoes
in rapid sequence elongations and transitions to shorter paths. This can
be shownon oscillographic records of interruption-cycles. The dischargevoltage UB increases toa high value and drops suddenly to lower values.
These voltage variations occur more pronounced and frequently for larger
contact-distances. Theyare particular violent in breakers with oil-injection and are observed immediately after contact separation (fig.4.1.1. ).
In other types of oil-breakers these voltage variations are usually not ob-

served for small contact-gaps.
The record of the discharge-voltage of bulk-oH-breakers (without are
control-devices) shows the least disturbance. These voltage variations
are completely arbitrary and not reproducibli1. Under identical test-conditions with respect to circuit aiid timing entirely different records are
observed on successive interruptions (compare fig. 4.1. 2. to 4.1.4. incl.).
However, these motions of the discharge never re sult in perceptable
current-chopping. Even for most violent voltage drops hardly any variation is found in the recording of the current (fig.4.1.1, to 4.1.4. incl.).

With exact timing of the contact separation the reproducibility of testrecords with breakers without oil-injection was extremely good (disregarding the sudden voltage variations). In particular the instant at which current-chopping was initiated appeared to be not or hardly dependent on the
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Fig. 4.1.1.

Voria,ions of ,h e dischorge-voltoge in

0

smoll-oil -volume

breoker with oi l-injection. I '10.8 A (R.M.S.)

Fig. 4.1.2.

Voriorions of the discharge voltage in a bulk-ail break er.

1 '10.8 A (R. M.S.) (opper contocts.

Fig. 4.1.3.

Fig. 4.1.4.

Same conditions os fig. 4. 1.2.

Same conditions as fig. 4.1.2.
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a

b

Fig. 4.2.1.

Selected frames from high speed film showing movement of the
discha rge in on oir-blast breaker. I =18 A (R.M.S.I
4.2.1.0: Instontoneous volue I '" 12 to 4 A.
4.2.I.b: Instontoneous volue I '" 3 to 6 A.

a

b

Fi g. 4.2.2.

Movement of the discharge in on oir·b lost breoker.

I =55 A (R.M.S .I Instontoneous vo lue I '" 25 to 56 A for both s tri ps .

Fig. 4. 2.3. Osc il lo gram

10

fig . 4.2.1.

motion of the discharge but on the instantaneous value of the current (section 4. 8).
Oscillogramsof an interruption-cycle of a breaker with oil-injection are
much less reproducible. Current-chopping following instability-oscillation
sets in at higher but less defined values. Frequently an instability-oscillation is excited by a sudden change of the impedance of the discharge.
4.2. The variations of the gas-discharge in air-blast breakers.
In an air-blast breaker the discharge is cooled by a forced air stream. It

causes curls and elongations in the gas-discharge. Fig. 4.2.1, and 4.2.2.
show a number of frames of high speed movies (7000 frames per second)
of the gas-discharge in an air-blast breaker. Fig. 4. 2. 3. and 4. 2.4. are
corresponding oscillograms of current and voltage. Fig. 4. 2. 5. shows the
test set-up.
The discharge is cooled by the air stream between the fixed contact (a) and
the separating ring-shaped contact (b). It is blown throught the nozzle and
observed via a small mirror (c) and a window (d) in the exhaust tube. In
this way approximately 90% of the moving contact was visible. The movies
were taken with a Fairchild camera, type HS-101. The exposure time per
frame was approx.

50~ts.

The air-blast breaker was originally equipped with a resistor which was
removed when the movies were taken. Comparison of oscillogramsof interruption cycles of these small currents taken withand without this resistor did notproduce noticeable gross or detail differences.
The erratic behaviour of the discharge is clearly seen from these frames.
Rotation, elongation and curving (fig. 4. 2. 6.) can be distinguished when
b

movingf
contactair
blast

((

II

Fig. 4.2.6. Movement of the gas-discharge in on air-blo st breaker.
a. rotaHon s

b. elongotions

c. curies.
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Fig. 4.2.5. Test set·up for high speed movies.
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the films are projected. The elongations can be found back in the repeating
phenomena of rising and rapidly decaying voltages (fig. 4. 2, 3 and 4. 2. 4),
In principle two different mechanisms may occur;

a. By elangation the discharge voltage rises above the breakdown voltage
of the fixed and moving contact. The current is then taken over without
interruption by a new discharge path.
b. The loop of the discharge is interrupted and reignited over a shorter
distance. The current is interrupted fora short time and in this case
one may speak of current-chopping.
As a result of the high voltage prior to the transition to the new discharge
a new breakdown follows rapidly also in the second case. Because of the
parallel capacitance of the breaker (sec section 6. 2) it is impossible to
determine from oscillograms which of the two mechanisms is active. Most
likely for small or large contact gaps the first or the second mechanism
respectively is predominant, The curls in the discharge channel show up
on detailed oscillograms as an erratic pattern (see section 9, 2).
In addition it is concluded from all stability theories that a large value of

the derivative of the are voltage with respect to the current,

dUJd~,

leads to instability (sections 4.4 and 4. 5). This instability causes highfrequency oscillation, Curls and electrical instability can occur simultaneously, in partienlar for highly elongated discharges and most of all
for small values of the current to be interrupted. The picture is further
complicated by the two parallel-oscillations and the main-circuit-oscillation (chapter 7),
The reproducibility of interruption cycles particularly for small currents
is minute due to these phenomena.
In the circuits investigated current-chopping due to elangation of the dis-

charge never resulted in extreme overvoltages because it was always
rapidly followed up by a new low-impedance breakdown.
Generally "electrical instability" was clearly recognizeable by increasing
instabilîty-oscillation. Frequently the instability starts after sudden drops
in de discharge-voltage.
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4. 3. Stability criteria for gas-discharges.
The static characteristic of a gas-discharge Ub

=

f (~) relates

burning voltage Ub and d.c. discharge current ~ under steady-state condition. For the currents considered here this characteristic has a negative
slope (fig. 4,3.1) and may be approximated by the expression [7, 8, 9]
(4.3. -1)

K

Fig. 4.3.1. Static charocteristic of o gos-discharge.

Fig. 4.3.2. Dynomic charocteristic af o gos-dischorge.

Here a and K are constants, dependent on the length of the discharge and
the manner in which the electric input is balanced by power-dissipation.

J found for stationary discharges 0, 3 :5 a :51.

Yoon and Spindie [ 8

As far back as 1905 Sirnon [10] pointed out that a.c. discharges do not
follow the static characteristics. He termed the relation Ub

f(Ib) in case

ofa,c. the dynamic characteristic (fig. 4,3,2). The difference
between the two characteristics is caused by thermal lag over the varying
electric input. Sirnon introduced for this phenomenon the term "ar c
h y ster e si s " . Later other investigators [ 11, 12] derived from energy
considerations of are discharges, that thermal adjustment of the are
column follows an exponential law and introduced a time-constant 8, For
further details see section 4, 5 and equation (4, 5, -4), In chapter 5 a brief
review of these theories is given, including a more thorough discussion fo
the time-constant.
Wilenever the current through the discharge undergoes slow variations the
voltage follows in first approximation the static characteristic and one may
speak of a q u a s i - s t at i c c h a r a ct e r i s ti c • Because the time -constants of discharges in circuit-breakers are usually small, (:::::1 MB) no differentiation is made in this thesis between static and quasi-static charac32

teristics whenever the discharge current is varying with industrial frequency.
The combined system consisting of electric circuit and gas -dis charge is
stable as long as a small disturbance of the current or the voltage has
such a damped transient response that after some time the same conditions
prevail as prior to the disturbance. Already in 1900 Kaufman [13] utilized
this criterion to determine stability-conditions of a discharge which was
fed via a series resistor from a d. c. souree
dUb

---ar- + R

>0

(4.3. -2)

b

A number of investigators paid since attention to stability-criteria of gasdischarges in various circuits. Nöske [14] and Rizk [9] giye extensive
literature references. Some of these theories try to ex:plain current-chopping in high-voltage breakers. One can distinguish theories which consicter
exclusively the static discharge characteristic, and theories which include
in actdition the influence of the time constant on the stability. The first
kind, referred to as "statie stability theory" will be discussed in
section 4.4, the second kind referred to as "dynamic stabil i ty
theory",most extensively studied by Rizk [9], insection 4.5.
4.4. Static stability theories.
In the simplestand still broadly accepted explanation of current-chopping

the static characteristicand the parallel capacitance CP are considered
exclusively.

Fig. ~-~-1. Equivolent circuit for current-chopping on short circuit interruption.

The fundamental concept is the equivalent circuit shown in fig. 4.4.1. As
the current Ib decays to zero the voltage across CP rises as a result of
the negative slope of the discharge-characteristic, causing the charging
current I 0 to increase. Since the relatively large self-inductance L does
not permit a rapid variation of I an increase of I must result in a de c
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Jt·

crease of
rise of I

0

,

Consequently UB increases further invalving an even faster

with a corresponding accelerated decay of Ib towards zero.

This train of thought is not new. It was alrcady published in 1935 by van
Sickle [15], however to explain the advancement of the current-zero on
interruption of short-circuit currents. Puppikofer [16] expanded it further
in 1939 and gave the well known illustration fig. 4.2.2. Besides he stipulated that the influence of the parallel-capacitance should be very much
more pronounced on interruption of unloaded transfarmers because there
the currents are of so much lower magnitude. This explanation of currentchcipping was accepted since by many authors, for example by Young

(17].

However the latter shows in support of the theory an oscillogram on which
occurs nota monotonic approach to zero of

Jt (fig.

4.4.2) but a current-

chop after an instability oscillation (fig. 4.1).
Fig. 4.4.2. lllustrotion of current-chopping by Puppîkofer.
lb
Ie

current through the dischorge.
cutrent through the porallel capocîtance.

Ie

lb +Ie
voltage across the break er.

UB

-t

Fig. 4.4.3. Equivalent circuit used by Baltensperger.

The equivaient circuit fig. (4.4.1) can only be applied toshort-circuits
near tlle terminal of the breaker. Then CP represents the capacitance of
the feeding line and can have a sizeable value. The current limiting selfinductance L is the equivalent of the short-circuit reaetanee of the feeding
souree and networkor of the short-circuit test-station. Diagram fig. 4, 4.1.
is acceptable only for the evaluation of the short-circuit interrupting
ability of circuit-breakers, However circuits in which small inductive
currents are observed have entirely different characteristics (fig. 2. 1. 6
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and 2. 2. 2). These circuits imply a small value of the parallel capacitance
C (of the order of 100 pF). Hence an explanation of current-chopping by
p

the above given mechanism is an over-simplification as will be shown
later in this section. Current-chopping after a monotonic decreasing current as in fig. 4.4.2. was never observed in our test-circuits.
In 1950 Baltensperger [18] showed that instability-oscillation with in-

creasing amplitude can arise .as a result of the negative Ub - :;,-characteristic. He used the equivalent circuit of fig. 4.4.3. Cs and Ct are the
lumped capacitances of the souree and load respectively. L" is the selfinductance of the circuit between souree and load in which the breaker is
located. The self-inductances L (source) and Lt (load) are so large that
8

they have no influence in first approximation on high-frequency oscillation.
The rather large capacitances Cs and Ct act in that respect like a shortcircuit. Baltenspergor approximated the static characteristic by the
equation Ub

a - b Ib, with a> 0 and b > 0, and expressed the frequency

of the instability-oscillation by
1

(4. 4. -1)

1t)L"C"
and the stability criterion by
(4. 4. -2)

b<R

A somewhat more exact result is obtained for the samecircuit by assum-

ing a discharge characteristic according equation (4. 4. -1): Ubi~

= K.

Consiclering the decreasing current Ib constant over a short interval and
assuming a disturbance of

ma~itude

i on the discharge, where i<< Ib,

then the circuit equation becomes
d(

+i)

L"-...::;.;-- +(R+Rb) (Ib+i)+

~~"

dt+U 0

0

(4.4.-3)

where

C"

(U ) + (Ut)
So
o

The solution of this equation has the form
i(t)

i e - (,lt cos w.t
1

(4.4. -4)

where
R-a~

(3

=

2L"

(4. 4. -5)
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(a~- R\2

\

2 L"/

(4.4. -6)

The system is unstable, when (3 < 0, or
~>a

(4.4. -7)

At the stability limit ( {J = 0) the frequency wi is
1

(4.4. -8)

Besides it is the maximum possible value.
From equation (4.4-6) it is concluded that transient oscillations occur when
(4. 4. -9)
The region within which unstable oscillations are possible is bounded by

!

<

~

<

R+2~L'';c"

(4.4. -10)

(see fig. 4.4.4).

Fig. 4.4.4. Resuhs of static stobility theory.
1b < lb < lbo range for current-chopping ofter high frequency oscillotion.
1
0 < lb < 1b
range for current-chopping with monotonic decoying current.
1

The system remains unstable for
R + 2VL'';c"
~>
a
but the current chops without oscillation.

(4.4. -11)

In practical circuits
2
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vvic"

»

R

(4. 4. -12)

Therefore in agreement with this consideration a zero approaching current
pass through a large region over which current-chopping after an instability -oscillation can occur, before current-chopping with a monotonic decrease is possible. This shows that the Puppikofer theory fails for circuits with small inductive currents. However, there arealso objections
against this static-stability concept.
a) Often instability-oscillations are observed with frequencies higher
than given by equation (4.4. -8)
b) The resistance Ris very small. In an extension to this theory Baltenaperger [19] suggested in 1955 resistance values of Rl'::l0.05fl
for low frequencies ( < 10 3 c/s) and R l'::l 1 fl for high frequency
5
oscillation ( l'::l10 c/s). Since a is of the order of 1, the stability
limit should be exceeded according to equation (4. 4. -10) for decreasing currents when

~ ~

1fl, i.e. relatively large currents.

In fact the discharge is chopped at currents of a few amperes for

which the are resistance is hundreds or a few thousands of ohms.
From paragraph a) above it is concluded, that the instability oscillation is
not (exclusively) determined by the self-inductances and capacitances of
the circuit of fig. 4.4. 3. The parallel-capacitance C and the self-inductp

ance L turn out to be important (see section 4. 7). This cannot explain why
p

the discharge still remains !!table long after the (statie) stability limit has
been exceeded. However the dynamic considerations will produce criteria
which are in better agreement with experimental results.
4. 5. Dynamic stability theories.
The most extensive study of the dynamic stability of discharges in circuit-

J

breakers may be found in the thesis of Rizk [ 9 who bas expanded on the
theories of Mayr [12] and Nöske [14] •

The starting point is the response of a stationary discharge
small unit-step disturbance i at t

='

(~,

U b) to a

0, according fig. 4. 5.1.

Since for an abrupt change the discharge behaves like a resistor, the
voltage U(t) at first drops by iRb such that:
U(t) 0

ub - iRb

(4. 5. -1)

Thereafter U (t) approaches the value
U(t)=

Ub

i(~~)I=Ib

= Ub + iRd

(4. 5. -2)
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ub -iR.
~-b

-t
Fig. 4.5.1. f<esponse of a static are to o unit-step current occording Rizk.

where
(4. 5, -3)

R _
(dU)
d- di I= I
b

Rd represents the dynamic or transient resistance of the discharge. Experimentally it is shown [ 8, 9] that in first approximation the new stationary condition is approached exponentially. This may be expressed as:
u (t)

U (t) - U b =i Rd - (Rd +Rb) ie

-t/9

(4. 5, -4)

Here u(t) is the difference between the discharge-voltage U(t) at time t and
the initial steady-state voltage. Rizk calls 9 the time-constant of the discharge. (His time-constant is exclusively based on the electrio performance of the discharge and is not derived from theoretica! considerations).
Since conversely a current i is the response to a voltage variation u(t)
across the discharge an effectivo admittance can be determined from
(4. 5. -4).

Laplace transformation of u (t) yields
iRd
i (Rd + Rbl
u(p) -P- 1
p + /9

(4. 5. -5)

The admittance in operational form is:
y(p)

.!JE.L

u(p)

(4. 5. -6)

with
(4. 5. -7)

and
(4. 5. -8)
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Assuming a discharge characteristic

tVb = K and hence Rd = a Rb there

follows for R. and L
1
a
R.

= -

a Rb
l+a

(4. 5. -9)

L

=

8Rb
l+a

(4. 5. -10)

1

~
R.

a

1

La
Fig. 4.5.2. Equivalent circuit lor o single time-constant orc lor a smoll
deviation from static conditions according Rizlc.

A number of equivalent circuits can be synthesized which satisfy the expression for y (p). Rizk substitutes in the Baltensperger circuit (fig.4.4.3)
the equivalent of the discharge according fig. 4. 5. 2. He too assumes that
Ls and Lt have such high values that they may be neglected in an equivalent Iügh frequency circuit.

~----------------------------------J[+-c~
Fig. 4.5.3. Equivalent circuit used by Rizk.

The remainder is the circuit of fig. 4.5.3. for which he derives the differrential equation
(4. 5. -11)

with the characteristic equation
3

2

p +a2p +alp +ao

(4. 5. -12)

0

where
R

+17'

(4. 5. -13}

(4. 5. -14)
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a

0

C"

Ri +Rb
L"L C"
a

(4. 5. -15)

es ct

(4. 5. -16)

Cs +Ct
Hurwitz criteria require for stable solutions of (4. 5. -11)
Rb

L"Rd

C''

~

-

~Rd

e

(4. 5. -17)

=0

assuming R<<~ and R << Rd in agreement with experimental results.

At the stability limit a set of roots of (4. 5, -12) becomes imaginary.
As a result this equation can be resolved into factors
2

2

(p+j3)(p +Wi)

(4. 5. -18)

0

or
(4. 5, -19)

0

Hence there results an oscillation of frequency
1

(4. 5. -20

Assuming again a characteris tic U bI~

= K,

equation (4. 5. -17)

becomes
1

aL"

e

C"

> 0

(4. 5. -21)

At the stability limit (4. 5. -21) becomes indt J.tical zero.
As a result (4. 5. -20) changes to
wi

va

= -g

(4. 5. -22)

This same relation was obtained by Mayr earlier but in a more elaborate
way (equation 49 in [12] )

Mayr also determined the stability criterion for the special case
a
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1 (hence Rd =Rb)' Ls + Ltoo and L" = 0 (fig. 4.5.4).

(4. 5. -23)
But here C is an arbitrary capacitance parallel to the discharge. With the
p

same simplifications expression (4. 5, -23) can also be obtained following
Rizk's method,
Ls+Lt

Fig. 4.5.4. Circuit used by Moyr.

Nöske's

[14]

Fig. 4.5.5. Circuit used by Kopplin.

circuit consists of a source, a circuit-breaker and a trans:..

farmer. He substituted a simple parallel conneetion of a breaker and a
transfarmer capacitance Ct and derived the stability criterion

e

>Rdct

(4.5.-24)

At the stability limit the frequency equals wi

=

1

(4. 5. -25)

V8RbCt
The same result is obtained from equations (4. 5. -16) and (4. 5. -17)
when L"
Kopplin

0 and Rd

[zo]

O'Rb.

enlarged Mayr's criterion (4. 5. -19) by assuming an arbitra-

ry characteristic and placing a resistance R in series with capacitance
CP (fig. 4, 5. 5), He obtained thus the stability criterion
C
p

{dUb
dlb

+ R (1 + eLRb

>}

(4. 5. -26)

8Rb
dUb
Under normal oircumstances is -L-<<1, then with ~ =a: Rb,
b

Kopplin's stability criterion becomes
(4. 5. -27)

Setting L"

0, R

0 and C = C" this turns out to be a special case of
p

Rizk's criterion (equation 4. 5, -17).
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4. 6. Check of the stability criteria.
Checking the preceding stability criteria in the usual circuits is rather
difficult. Since according sections 4,1 and 4. 2 the intensity of cooling and
the length of the discharge are subject to continued varlation also the values a and K in the expression U bib

K assumed initîally constant are

variable.
Moreover it is not simple to determine exact values of active capacitances
and self-inductances.
In 1955 Mayr [21] publisbed a methad to derive the time constant from the

oscillation (w ) of an unstable are. He utilized an are in air between hori1

zontal electrades carrying an a. c. current of I

2 A (R. M. S.). This are

was elangateet by means of a vertical airblast resulting in a repetitive
cycle of chopping and reignition (as discussed insection 4. 2).

Assuming a

1 he derived e from the oscillations prior to the chopping of

the discharge according equation (4. 5. -22), i.e. wie= 1. Thus a mean
value of e

22 p.s was found which showed to be. more or less independent

of the velocity of the air stream (12. 5 m/s to 100 m/s) and of the capacitance parallel to the discharge (0. 002 J.tF to

0.1~JF).

Mayr considered this

result to be in good agreement with his theory. He reported further that
the condition e = Rbcp (4. 5. -23) was satisfied or in other words that the
discharge supposedly foliowed a characteristic given by U b~

K.

This last statement disagrees without measurements.
The approximation of the discharge characteristic by U bIb

=

K with

fixed values a and K can be applied only to elongating arcs for very short
time intervals. A large number of such approximations with continually
varying a and K would be necessary to describe an entire interruption
cycle. Because even for an increasing current the voltage can rise as a
result of increasing are path also negative values of a would be possible.
Also the results of Yoon andBrowne

[22]

are not in agreement with those

of Mayr. They investigated time-constauts in vertical axially blasted arcs
and found a large dependenee of eon the air-velocity (see fig. 5.4.1 and
5,4.2).

Damstra

[23]

performed a (very limited) check on the theory of Mayr in

an entirely different manner. He investigated with an oil-breaker model
(plain break) the influence of the parallel capacitance C on the chopping
p

level I

0
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•

Starting with Mayr's characteristic

Ub~

= K and the stability

conditions

e
(4. 6. -1)

If one assumes the time-constant to be independent of the instantaneous

value of the current Ib then

w

1 may be considered constant as well. This

leads to

r- Vcp

(4. 6. -2)

0

2

4

6 8 104

4

2

-

6 8 105

2

C p(pF)
Fig. 4.6.1. Relation between chopping level 10 and parallel copocitance CP oecording Damstro.

Fig. 4. 6.1. shows the chopping level 1 as a function of the parallel capa0

citor C as given by Damstra. It may be seen that I indeed increases
p
0
with the square root of the capacitance. Also our measurements on a bulkoH braaker proved that the characteristic U bib= Kis an aceeptable
approximation (for decreasing currents),
See fig. 4.8 ,1 to 4.8 .4 inclusive.
However from Damstra' s experiments it turned out that the are length has
a very limited influence on the chopping level. This is not in agreement
with theory. When the characteristic U bib = K is introduced into equation
(4. 6, -1) there follows
I =U w.C
0

0

1

p

(4. 6. -3)

uc

I=~

o

e

(4. 6, -4)

For the arcs under consideration the are voltage is nearly proportional to
the are length (fig. 4, 8.1 to 4,8 .4), The time-constant on the other hand is
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is according to the theory of Mayr independent of the lengthof discharge.
This is confirmed by Rizk [9] while Yoon and Spindie

[s]

found only a very

small dependence.
Therefore from (4. 6. -4) it follows that the chopping level I0 should increa:se proportional with are length.
Rizk

[9]

attempted to prove his theory experimentally using a circuit ac-

cording fig. 4. 6. 2. Lis a lumped self-inductance repreaenting the distributed self-inductance L" while C is a capacitor substituted for the distrihutod capacitances C and Ct. He assumed that the inherent parallel capa8

citance of the breaker C is negligible.
p

With the aid of equation (4. 5. -18): w.e
l

=Va, e

was determined from the

frequency of the instability oscillation "'i.
Ls

L

==r~

cp

I

Fig. 4.6.2. Circuit used by Rizk lor experimental checking of stobility criteria.

The exponent a was determined from a U b-Ib -characteristic obtained by
measuring arc-voltageb at the peak value of sinusoirlal currents of different amplitude. In this way a showed to be a~ 0. 4.
The arc-resistance Rb was determined from current and voltage at the
instant of noticeable onset of the oscillation. With these data the left-hand
side of equation (4. 5. -21) was computed and its difference from zero
evaluated
1

aL
(4. 6. -5)

c - e2

1
Rizk related .::1 to /C, the positive portion of the above expression only and
obtaîned for

frc . 100% values between 1.6% and 30,8%.

1

Since Rizk asEmmes L, C and a to be constant and

e hardly varies,

~is

the only variabie which determines the instant of current-chopping. Therefore a check on the theory should consist of a comparison of ~ with the
theoretica! vaJue R
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0

,

valid at the stability limit A= 0.

Following this path one fincts from the measurements which Rizk (p.p. 95,
96, 97 in [9] ) assembied in three tables;

Table I

1\- Ro
R

Table U

Table III

1\- Ro
R

-3,9

0.11

- 2.46

26

4.13

6,2

7,2

- o. 5

0,59

0,82

0,20

0.36

0

0,10

0,27

0

The deviations in the first two tables are so large that at best contrary
conclusions are justified, On the other hand in these measurements

8 ~51\·

L;

Therefore the are resistance has a minute influence while

small errors in the measurement of a and wi have a significant effect
on R

0

•

The results of table III are in better agreement with theory. For this series on purpose values of L and C were chosen such that w deviates con1

siderably from the natura! frequency of the LC-circuit,
In this case is according equation (4. 5. -20) Rb e » L and therefore the

second term of equation (4. 6. -5) has hardly any influence on the stability
limit.

4. 7. The influence of the parallel-capacitance and the self-inductance of the

In the preceding it was shown that aquantitative check on the stability cri-

teria even in simple circuits is compli cated and till now has produced
little results, This becomes even worse when the circuit-breaker is located in a circuit with distributed capacitances and self-inductances. Following Baltensperger [18] , Rizk is of the opinion that the stability is determined by the discharge together with the feeding- and load-circuit, Then
the active capacitance C" of equation {4. 5. -21) consists of the series connection· of the equivalent capacitances of the station {C ) and of the transs
former {Ct), see fig. 2,2,2, 4,4.3 and 4,5,3
C"

=

{4. 7. -1)

The active self-inductance L" is considered to consist of the series conneetion of the equivalent inductances of the lines between the station and
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the circuit-breaker and between the transformer and the outgoing side of
the braaker (fig. 2. 2. 2)

L"

L'+L'+L

s

t

(4. 7. -2)

g

Rizk also paid attention to. the influence of the parallel-capacitance C p • He
concluded that this capacitance always tends to disturb the stability at a
higher level of the discharge current.
On the other hand the influence of C should be negligible provided
p
a~Cp«

e.

However, when stability conditions are set up consirlering also CP then in
prilleipal the self-inductance L
L

p

p

must be accounted for too.

consists mainly of the inherent inductance of the eircuit-breaker. Be-

cause the combinations L", C" and L , C must now bc considered sirnul
p

1

p

taneously the equivalent circuit of fig. 4, 7 ,l is more satisfactory than
that of fig. 2.2. 2.

L"

B

'---------jf-------JI

c:T.._____

I

Je~

Fig. 4.7.1. Equivalent circuit, CP and Lp included.

Substituting again fig. 4.5.2 for the breaker B the complete circuit fig.
4. 7. 2 is obtained, The differential equation of this circuit is of the fifth
order and has as characteristic equation
5

4

3

2

a p + a p + a p + a p + a 1p + a = 0
2
5
0
4
3
with coefficients
Ri

La

C"

L"

Fig. 4.7.2. Complete equivalent circuitlor stobility iovestigation, CP' Lp ond
substitute lor gas·discharge included.
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(4. 7. -3)

(4.7.-4)

L L"C"L C

P P

a

1

1
1
+ C" ) + L C L"C"
p p

(C

p

(4. 7. -5)

Ri+Rb
1
1
1
<r:-c+ L"C + L"C") +
L
a
p p
p

a2

+

~
L L"C"
p
Ri Rb

LL
P a

+

Rb
L"L C
p p

(4. 7. -6)

1
1
+LC + L"C
P P
P

1
+ L"C"

(4. 7.-7)

(4. 7. -8)

1

(4. 7. -9)

Introducing as before equations (4. 5-8) and (4. 5-9)
a Rb
Ri = - 1 +a

(4. 7. -10)

and
L

=

a

(4. 7. -11)

and putting further
(4. 7. -12)

(4. 7. -13)

w

then the coefficients a

0

C"+C

2

= ________E_ w 2

P3

to a

CP

5

(4. 7. -15)

e

a2

= w2

Pl
2
wpl
e

w

2
P2
2
+ wp3

(4. 7. -14)

become

2
2
wpl wp2

al

P2

a Rb

eL

2
P3

(4. 7. -16)

+~)
L

(4. 7. -17)

w·

p

1
e

p
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al\

2
+ w2 - GL
P1
P3
p

a3

w

a4

e

a5

1

(4. 7. -18)

Rb
+L
p

1

(4.7.-19)

(4. 7. -20)

At the limit of oscillatory instability the real part of the impcdanee of the
circuit (fig. 4, 7. 2) can be set equal to zero
2

Ri (Ri +Rb) +wi La
(Ri +Rb)

2

(4. 7. -21)

°

2
+ wi La

Introducing (4. 7. -10) and (4. 7. -11) the instability-oscillation wi is
obtained

Va

w.

(4. 7. -22)

e

1

which is obviously in agreement with the previously derived result
(4. 5. -22).

Equation (4. 7. -3) describes a stabie system when a

0

to a

5

incl. are all

positive and further Hurwitz' criteria are satisfied

a a2 - a a > 0
1
0 3

(4.7.-23)

a (a a - a a )- a (a a - a a ) > 0
3 1 2
1 1 4
0 3
0 5
(a a
3 4
With w.

1

2

=

a a ) (a a - a a )- (a a
2 5
1 4
1 2
0 3

afe2

(4. 7. -24)
2

a a ) > 0
0 5

(4. 7. -25)

the following conditions result therefrom

e

a 1 > 0 requires

Rb< a (C +C")
p

a 3 > 0 requires

Rb < aC

(4. 7. -26)

~

e

(4. 7. -27)

(1 + L"
p

Requirement (4. 7. -23) results in

e

Rb< a(C"+C ) p

C"
eL" (C"+C
p

(4. 7. -28)

and (4. 7. -25) in

1- ~

e

(4. 7. -29)

C"+C
p
The condition following from (4. 7. -24) can be given in a condensed
expression only if one assumes C">> C , L" >> L and neglects all second
p
p
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order terros

e

L"

aC"
e
Rb<
a
L"C"Cp
1- --2 •

e

C" +C

(4. 7. -30)

p

Condition (4. 7. -30) is in close agreement with (4. 7. -29), It is easy to see
that conditions (4. 7. -26) and (4. 7. -27) permit a larger Rb than (4. 7. -28)
or (4. 7. -29). Which of these two requires the smallest value of Rb and
hence determines the stability limit for

current cannot be said

with certainty without further study. Determining factors are a,

e, L"

C" and C and to a smaller extent L • Writing (4. 7, -29) in the form

2

p

'

p

wi
-2w
p2
2
w.
1
1- --2

1-

w

(4. 7. -31

~
C +C"

p2

it may even be seen that for w.
l

p

> wp 2 a stable discharge is possible

if the additional condition
(4. 7. -32)

is satisfied.
(Here

w

1

= a ;e2 and w~2 = 1/L"C"

are exclusively determined by the

discharge and the circuit respectivcly).
Lctting C = 0 and L = 0 equation (4. 7. -28) as wcll as (4, 7. -29) beoomes
p

p

Rizk's criterion (4. 5, -21).
Thc foregoing considerations show, particularly for small time-constauts
(oil-breakers) and large values of a (rapidly elongating discharges of airblast breakers), that already a small C influences the stability in a
p

considerable way.
This results in the fact that in this case an experimental check of the
stability criteria is very difficult,
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4.8. Current-chopping in oil-breakers due to transition from are to glow-

The interruption cycle of oil-breakers without oil-injection shows a more
regular and more reproducible pattarn than air-blast breakers (compare
sections 8.1 and 9.1). In our circuits current-chopping accured always at
instantaneous values between 1. 3 and 2 A. Also Damstra [23] reports
1

0

1. 3 A as the lowest attainable value. The values of Rb and Rd

a Rb

at the chopping level show a sizeable spread, see e.g. fig. 4. 8.1. The
discharge characteristics shown in fig. 4,8.1 to 4.8.4 inclusive are obtained from x - y

oscillograms of sections of the interruption cycle.

The chopping level (for somewhat larger contact gaps) shows to be independent of the contact material as follows from comparison of fig. 4. 8. 2,
4. 8. 3 and 4, 8.4. The same can be said of the frequency "'i of the instability-oscillation, Also the main circuit has no noticeable effect. Even on
interruption of resistive currents chopping occurs in the same current
region after an instability-oscillation (see e.g. fig. 8. 2,1). (The frequency "'i however, can vary considerably although current, circuit and
timing of the maasurement are kept constant, see section 8. 2 ) •
This suggests that here current-chopping is not caused by the previously
treated instabUities but by the nature of the discharge itself.

If one records the U b

Ib

characteristic of a discharge of a few centi-

meters length in hydragen of appr. 1 atmosphere (abs) a sudden jump of
the voltage near a critica! current of It ~ 1. 5 A is observed, see fig.
4.8.5. (See also Suits [24] a.."ld Edels [25] ). Edels studied arcsof different lengths at pressures from 0.5 to 2 atmospheres (abs) and always found
·these transitions at a maximum of 1. 5 A. He stated that an are-discharge

Fig. 4.8.5. Transition from are- to glow-dischorge in hydrogen.

~1.5A
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or a glow-discharge is possible depending on whether the current is higher
or lower than the critica! value respectively. The are-discharge has a
small diameter core of high luminosity. The glow-discharge requires a
higher voltage, has a braad diffuse discharge pathand shows a number of
striations at the cathode. Fig. 4. 8, 6 reproduced from Edels [25] shows
the sudden large jump in current density. The corresponding step in voltage is not as pronormeed as may be seen from fig. 4. 8. 5. The voltagetransition is even continuous when tungsten electrades are used.
1000

100

I
I
J '.

I
I

I

/
/

.oo
'

'

'
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/
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.•- - - - - - - - : : - : ' 1 0 •

10 .,....=-,

t;(A)

Fig. 4.8.6. Tmnsition lrom are· to glow-dischorge in hydragen (1 atm.) according Edels.
J
current density in the discharge
E
voltage grodi ent
lb =current !hrough !he discharge
solid lines : lungsten electrades
dashed lines: copper electredes

However, small contaminations of the catbode produced the same transition as when capper electrodes were used. The curve for the capper electrades was measured with water caoled electrodes. Comparative measurements carried out in this laboratory with electrades of graphite and
molybdenum in the glow state showed more pronounced voltage jumps but
were less reproducible. The latter observation agrees with Edels' [25]
opinion. He noticed that the transition is closely linked to the attainement
of a critica! temporature in the discharge. Besides current, pressure and
(for small gaps) the heat extraction of the electrades are determining
factors for this temperature. King [26] found that this critica! temperature coincides with the dissociation temperature of hydrogen. The transition occurred in his experiments with caoled electrades at 1 A and a tempcrature of appr. 4500°K,
The discharge in the breaker decomposes the oil into a gaseaus mixture
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consisting mainly of hydrogen, see section 4. 1. The discharge in this mixture shows a similar behaviour as in pure hydrogen. Since the parallel capacitance and the series self-inductances of the circuit do not permit a
sudden voltage variation for constant current the discharge beoomes always
unstable and ceases.
The instability-oscillation can be explained with the previously discussed
dynamic theory of Rizk. During the transition to a glow-discharge a can
assume very high values such that suddenly the condition (4. 5. -21) is no
longer satisfied.
Since it must be expected that here

e

can also vary considerably [27] ,

a check is not possible. Variations between fi ~ 0.4 Mc/s and fi

~ 1.4

Mc/s were measured under identical conditions of experimentalset-up and
timing. On interruption of resistive currents instability-oscillations of
even 2. 5 Me/ s we re observed. According to Mayr and Rizk, equation
(4. 5. -22), this frequency w.

1

=

Va/e

is exclusively determined by aand

e.

It is not to be expected that the transition from are- to glow-discharge in
air-breakers has any influence. According to Edels [28] this transition

o. 5 A in N2 at 1 atmosphere (abs). But in still air the time
constant is of the qrder of 100 J.tS [8, 9, 22], therefore the transition is

takes place at

gradual and hardly leads to instability-oscillation. A monotonic currentchopping of 0, 5 A associated with a time-constant of 100 us has nearly the
same slope as a nomina! 50 cycle current of 7 A (R. M. S, ) in its approach
to zero. Therefore the transition should be noticed for very small currents
only. For an are length of a few centimeters the jump of the are voltage is
of the order of 500 V, Hence a rate of rise of approximately 5V/JJ.S is sufficient for all transitions to occur without current-chopping. Core formation as aresult of dissocation of N occurs for a free burning are in air
2
at a current of appr. 50 A [ 26] • According to King *) not a single discontinuity neither in current nor in voltage can be observed in this case.
It is not known at which current the transition are- to glow-discharge occurs in an air-blast breaker. Neither is a clear indication obtainable from
our records. The discharge is very unstable at instantaneous values of
appr. 1 A and it is impossible to state whether besides the motion ·of the
discharge and electrical instability also the transition to a glow-discharge
plays a role.
*) Private communication, Meeting "Current Zero Club" Bad~n, 1965.
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CHAPTER 5 THE DISCHARGE AFTER CURRENT-CHOPPING

The voltage across the breaker rises with a high rate after current-chopping (see section 6. 2). Under the influence of this restriking voltage the
discharge can be reiguited by two principally different mechanisms namely
as aresult of th er mal

Ol'

di el ec tr ie break -down.

The theory of dieleetrio reiguition was developed by Slepian [29, 30] already i,n 1928-1930. He stated that the dielectric strength between contaéts after ceasing of an are-discharge is a given function of time which
increases from the are voltage to a final value. This final value is determined by the contact-distance and the interrupting medium in cold condition. Once the restriking voltage UB exceeds at any instant the dieleetrio
strength Ud of the medium break-downandrestrike of the are follows
(fig. 5.1.1).

Fig. 5.1.1. Dielectrie break-down.
Ud = dieleètric strength between the contoels
Ue

reslriking voltage acrass the cantacts

U81 and U62 1eod la reignition alt
U 83 gives sueeessful interruption

1
1

and

1 =1

2

resp.,

Dieleetrio break-down follows Paschen's law and takes place at high values
of increasing restriking voltage, In this type of reiguition initially a
Townsend discharge occurs leading rapidly to a highly ionized narrow
discharge channel. As a result the current rises abruptly while the voltage
decays at the sametimetoa very low value, the are voltage. The losses
during this break-down result in a cylindrical shock-wave which Cassie
[31] conaiders the salient mark of a dielectric reiguition.
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5. 2. Thermal reignition, residual current,
Whenever the are-discharge abruptly ceases the electrical conductivity of
the hot gas column does not disappear instantly. The fermer discharge
path is Ieft with a large number of charge carriers which can be accelerated by the restriking voltage, This results in a residual current leading
to additional energy input into the discharge path. This input equals the
time integral over the product of residual current and restriking voltage.
Whenever this energy exceeds the heat extracted the temperature will rise.
The degree of ioniaation increases in agreement with Saha' s equation or in
ether words the conductivity of the discharge path grows such that the residual current can transfer into a new are current,
This type of reiguition is called thermal or energy break-down.
Cassic [31] coined the term "volume break-down" because initially
ionisation of the gas takes place in that part of the volume in which the
temperature is still sufficiently high. Justafter the "breakdown" the discharge contracts into an arc-core of small diameter.
The residual current can flow simultaneously with the appearance of the
rising voltage. As a consequence of the influence of the residual current
on the circuit the voltage generally is deeaying again before "break-down",
i, e. transition to an are-discharge occurs, Reiguitions taking place .after
the voltage maximum are therefore clearly of thermal origin. However,
this is not a necessary criterion. For a powerful souree and very small
parallel capacitance the thermal reiguition can no longer be distinguished
from a dielectric break-down on voltage oscillograms.

5. 3. Discharge and reignition theory.
A first theory of thermal reiguition in air-blast breakers was publisbed by
Cassic in condensed form in 1939 and later in more detail in 1953 [11, 32] •
Cassie assumed a power dissipation process due to convective cooling only resulting in contraction of the are column. He assumed the energy content (W

0

),

energy loss per unit time (Pc) and resistance (Rb) (all per unit

volume) being constant,
He derived his dynamic-arc-equation
E2
b
E2

( 1--)

(5. 3, -1)

s

where
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ec

w
F
c

Eb

gradient of the dynamic are

(5. 3. -2)

(Cassie's time-constant)

and
E;

=

(5. 3. -3)

P cRb =constant

dRb
Hence the gradient of the stationary are ( ( f t

0) is given by
(5. 3. -4)

}1owever, a static characteristic presenting the voltage independent of current is not in agreement with the behaviour of a low current are in the vicinity of current zero.
A second treatment of an energy concept was publisbed by Mayr [12] in
1943. He considered radial thermal conduction to be the only souree of
energy loss. He assumed a constant diameter of the are column in which
the temperature varies with time and with distance from the axis and obtained the dynamic equation
(5. 3. -5)

WM

p-

Here

(Mayr's time-constant)

M

Rb

dynamic resistance of the are column per unit length

WM

characteristic energy content per unitlengthof the
stationary are

P M = as constant assumed energy loss per unit length and time
of the stationary are.
This equation yields a static characteristic
(5. 3. -6)

The assumption of energy loss exclusively by conduction is certainly an
oversimplification for air-blast breakers. Also the assumption that the
thermaltime-constant of an are-discharge should be independent of the
current is contradicted by Frind's theoretica! studies [27] •
The latter found a considerabe dependenee of e on Ib. On the other hand
the static characteristic is more in agreement with practical results obtained with small currents.
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In 1948 Browne [33] compared Cassie's and Mayr's are models and showed

giving due consideration to the characteristic assumption that both can be
derived from the basic equation
(5.3. -8)

where
W

=

P

=

Pv

energy content of the are per unit length
Ebib

energy input per unitlengthand time

energy extracted by cooling per unit length and time.

He showed that only Mayr's concept yields an acceptable derivation of the
dieleetrio strength Ud in agreement with Slepian's

[ao]

definition:

"The dieleetrio break-down voltage of a gas colunm with a residual discharge is the voltage which holds the electrical conductivity constant."
Thus he concluded near current zero radial conduction is the predominant
mechanism of cooling. He computed from Mayr's theory the redisual current for different shapes of the restriking voltage. The initial steep portion of the dieleetrio recovery curve of fig. 5.1.1 beoomes thus dependent
on the history of the discharge and on the characteristic form of the restriking voltage itself (hence also on the circuit). The less steep portion
of the curve should be the area of intrinsic dieleetrio break-down.
Also Cassic [32, 40] agrees with this reasoning. In actdition he remarks
that dieleetrio break-down can also occur in the region where still a conaiderabie rest-conductivity is present (fig. 5. 3.1) in particular when
shortly after current-zero the voltage rises extremely rapidly.
1

Fig. 5.3.1. Electric strength alter current zero according Cassie.
(l) Dielectric break-down.
(2) Energy break-down.

--t

Then the dieleetrio strength may have been exceeded before the slow thermal are formation is accomplished. He assumes Paschen's law as criterion for the dieleetrio break-down.
Later investigations showed that such considerations are inadequately detailed. The reasons are the following.
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1. From Mayr's equation (5. 3. -5) follows
dlnRb

Plotting -

eM

-1)

(5. 3. -9)

PM

d lnR
d t b as a function of are energy per unit time

2

Eb/Rb
5.3.2.

p

p

_1_(

-dt

E bib should result in straight linea as shown in fig.
d In~

rdt

Fig.

5.3.2. Plot of

- d ldntRb versus are energy

per unit time P must gîve straight lines
according Mayr's theory.

pre- zero

1/eM post -zero

The intercepts with the axes are determined from
dlnRb

-~

and
P

PM

(5. 3. -10)

dlnRb
dt

(5. 3. -11)

0 forP

=

0 for

From voltage and current measurements in the vicinity of current-zero
generally straight linea in agreement with theory were found for the
pre-zero region,however, infrequently for the post-zero region [34 to

37].

Even negative values of eM are often reported.

2. Experimental research of Sharbaugh et al.

[38]

and Edels et al.

[39]

showed that Paschen's law is invalid for temperatures above 2000 to
2500°K.

These results suggested that between the domain of thermal break-down
as described by energy considerations (Mayr) and the region of dielectric
break-down (thus at temperatures <2500°K) a transition area must exist
in which reignitions follow a different mechanisni. In the mean time two
theories were developed to this end, the first proposed by Rieder and
Urbanek

[37] ,

the second by Edels et al.

[39].

In case of dielectric

break-down a free electron can gather over a mean free path an amount
of energy from the electric field which is large compared to its thermal
energy kTe and of equal order of magnitude as· the ionization energy of the
gas WI.
Therefore dielectric break-down requires
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(1)

eE.Ie»kTe

(2)

e E. Ie ~ W i

e

electronic charge

E

voltage gradient

le

=

mean free path of the electron

k

=

Boltzmann constant

=

electron temperature.

On the other hand thermal break-down can occur when the energy collected from the electrio field is insufficient for ionization by ooilision with a
molecule. This energy is completely converted into heat and thus only
thermal ionization (according Saha's equation) is possible. Hence the conditions for thermal reiguition are
(1)

e E. Ie<< k Te

(2)

e E. Ie <<

w1

(3) The energy collected from the field must exceed the loss by
cooling.
Between these two extreme cases lies the area for which the energy obtained from the field is less than k Te but of equal order of magnitude,
however still not sufficient for ionization. Hence for this area

(1)
(2)

e '.':Gk T e
e E. I « W.
e
1

e E.

Now the gas is no longer in thermal equilibrium and the electron temperature rises above the gas temperature. The degree of ionization rises along
with the electron temperature, cooling as aresult of thermal conduction
however corresponds to the lower gas temperature.
From this Rieder and Urbanek [37] derived a modification on the theory
of Mayr termed non -equilibrium dynamic are theory which
explains what they call field enhanced thermal reignition.
Their experiments seemingly confirm this theory. It further shows that
whenever the resistance of the discharge and/or the restriking voltage decrease after this period the discharge returns to thermal equilibrium and
can bchave in agreement with Mayr's theory.
The theory of Edels et al. [39] has an entirely different basis.
It states that thermal reiguition can occur in agreement with energy con-

siderations until the gas temperature has dropped to 4000 to 3500°K.
Dieleetrio break-down according Paschen's law (hence determined by the
density of the gas) is below 2000 to 1500°K possible. In between still a low
degree of ionization exists permitting flow of small currents in particular
when refractory electrades are used. This is especially attributed to ther-
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mal emission from the electrades which in this temperature region can
still be considerable, The discharge here has more or less the character
of a glow-discharge. The transition into an are-discharge on the other hand
is said to have the character of a dieleetrio break-down. Therefore this
break-dmvn is termed ionization disturbed spark break-down.
Also Edels et al. [39] expect that the three regions cannot be clearly differentiated and that in the boundary regions two

break~own

mechanisms

are possible.
The essential difference between both theories outlined above is:
the first considers break-down in the transition region as a special form
of thermal reignition, the second as a special case of dieleetrio reignition.
This gives the impression that both processes can occur in succession
such that in total four types of reignitions should be distinguishable.
A striking difference between the thoughts of Edels and the other are theories is the emphasis which the first puts on emission and cooling of the
electrodes.
It is generally not possible to conclude from oscillograms whether a reiguition is a result of thermal, field enhanced thermal or ionization disturbed spark break-down. Therefore all reignitions aftera preceding residual
current will be referred hereafter to residu al c u r rent re ign it i on.
Finally it should be noted that the theories outlined above were developed
mainly to describe the behaviour of the discharge on interruption of high
short-circuit currents. Since interruption is accomplished exclusively at
current-zero and since the time-constants of the discharge in circuitbreakers are small ( R:.l p.s) one cannot expect a fundamental difference
when small currents are interrupted.
However, in the latter case the influence of the circuit on interruption can
be of an entirely different nature.
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5,4, Experimental workon are time-constants,
Mayr [12] gave the solution for his equation (5. 3. -5) for I = I
s
(stationary are),
+(

1

R

1

-R le

1

-

tfe

M

constant

(5,4, -1)

s

or
_t;e
G + (G - G ) e
s
1
s

M

(5. 4. -2)

This indicates that the electrical conductance of the are Gb, starting from
1
1R at t = 0, approaches its steady-state value
the initial value G
1
1
1
Gs
1R exponentially with a time-constant eM. This time-constant is a
8

measure for the thermal inertia of the discharge and is therefore of major
importance for breaking mechanisms of circuit-breakers,
Several investigators have tried to determine time-constauts in arcingchambers or in circuit-breakers, either in a direct or in an indirect way.
One of the most interesting studies in this field was carried out by Yoon
and Spindie [8]. They determined eM directly from equation (5,4, -1) by
modulating a stalionary are with a smal! current step and recorded the
voltage response. The authors made use of an arcing-chamber whichcould
be filled with various gases and investigated different conditions of current
(1 to 6A), contact distance, gas pressure and size of the stahilizing cage.
In general the are time-constant showed to increase with pressure and

with current and differed widely in various gases,
The time-constant increased toa smallerextent with the diameter of the
hole in the stahilizing cage. The arc-length appeared to have only a moderate effect on the time-constant,
Later Yoon and BrO\vne [22] investigated in a similar way time-constauts
of low-current arcs under a small air flow, They found that the values of
eM increased with increasing current and contact separation and decreased with increasing pressure gradient and flow velocity, Some of
their results are given in the figures 5.4.1 and 5,4.2. The deercase of
the are

time~onstant

\Vith increasing flow velocity was said to be due to

the deercase of the effective cross-sectional area of the are column.
Extrapolation of the results to sonic air veloeities (as used in air-blast
circuit-breakers) is not permissible, because rather drastic changes in
are form and character may take place at the higher velocity levels,
Yoon and Browne suggested, that the much smaller per unit rates of
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1-inch long <ucs, according Yaon
and Browne.

velocity; 1-, 2- ond 3ineh long arcs, according
Yoon and Browne.

decrement of WM and hence of 9 M at veloeities above 5 to 7 m/ s, compared with those for lower veloeities (see fig. 5. 4. 2) indicates transition
toa "cored", or more concentrated type of are in the higher velocity
range as observed earlier by King [26, 41], (see section 5, 5).
Rizk

[9]

investigated time-constauts in a model of an air-blast breaker.

He applied just like Yoon and Spindie the method of step modulation but
obtained eR directly from the response of the are voltage (see section

I

4. 5). Since for small disturbances i, (i.e. for i/~l« 1) this time-con-

stant becomes equal to the time-constant as defined by JVIayr *) hereafter
eR =9M = e will be used.
Rizk too found increasing ewith increasing current, namely from 0. 6 J.LS
at 20 A to 1,1

J.!S

at 90 A. But for pressures from 6. 5 to 13 atmospheres

in the arcing chamber the time-constauts were shown not to vary when the
current was kept constant. (The velocity of the airflow is not cited by
Rizk.)

*) H.M. Pflanz to be published.
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A number of investigators [21, 23, 33 to 35, 42 to 45] determined timeconstauts in an indirect way. From the theories of Mayr or Cassie they
derived

e

from the other quantities of the respective basic relations {see

e.g. section 4.6 and section 5.3, fig. 5.3.2). Their results show rather
large differences with respect to each other and as compared with the previously discussed references. This may be explained on the one hand with
the differences of the applied experimental set-ups (arcing-chambers or
circuit-breakers) and on the other hand with occasional over-simplifications, introduced in the derivation of the underlying theories.
As a result only very few reliable data on time-constauts for circuitbreakers in the vicinity of current-zero are available.

5. 5. Core formation and are time-constants.

King [26, 41] investigated the transition of low-current arcs into highcurrent arcs. A low-current are has a diffuse column, a high current are
has a bright central core within the diffuse column. Based on the early
workof ter Horst [46] and Brinkman [47] the transition was explained to
be due to molecular dissociation of the arc-gas, leading to an increase of
the thermal conductivity. In table 5. 5. 1 some data are given for the transition in different gases.
Table 5. 5.1 Data for high-current to low-current are transition according
King.
Gas

co2

Dissociation potentlal (eV}

4.3

5.084

4.477

9.762

90% Dissociation temperature (°K)

3800

5110

4575

8300

Criticai current (A)

0.1

0.5

1.0

50

H2

N2

The transition data for air showed to be almast the same as those for N •
2
King also found, that the application of an axial gas-blast changes the potential gradient and greatly increases the energy dissipated from the are
column. Therefore an increase in axial temperature is caused at any given
current. From this it follows that the effect of the blast is to bring about
the transition at lower values of the current.
The effect of increased pressure is in circuit-breakers superimposed on
this phenomenon. The result is, that even at very low currents the arctemperature remains high at a very small cross-section.
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These factors contribute to a marked reduction in the are time-constant.
Maecker [48] calculated the radial temperature distribution in cylindrical
ar es in nitrogen, stabilized in a tube of small diameter. Results are given
in fig. 5. 5.1. From this figure it can be seen that at sufficiently high temperatures a core of high electrical conductivity is formed in the are. The
electrical current is to a large extent concentrated in this core.
25000 r-...:;;::-,---,---,.--.

Fig. 5.5.1
Radial temperuture distri bution in
cylindricol arcs in nitrogen,

stabilized in o tube of smoll diameter
occording Maecker.

0,25

o. 5

0, 75 1. 0
-rfro
Basedon Maeckers theoretica! work, Frind [27] calculated the time-

constant for the electrical conductivity of the are. He found that the timeconstant determined by the unit-step method for a wall stabilized are is
given by

(5. 5. -1)

where r

conduction radius of the are
1
Ub = stationary are voltage

I b = stationary are current
k

=

thermal diffusivity, defined as k

KP
c

p

thermal conductivity

K

p

=

density

CP = specific heat at constant pressure (per unit mass)
The time-constant 9

1

for full decay of the conduction region of the are

column showed to be

(5. 5. -2)
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Here for the first time attention is paid to the time-constant for full recovery. For this case, equation (5.4. -2) changes to
G

b

= G

-Ve 1

e

1

(5. 5. -3)

The difference between Eland El is small.
1

For the are equation U bi~

K, it can be seen that

L~e
2
1

El

e

So for a= 1

=e

(5. 5. -4)

1

a=0,4 , El =0.78

1

Moreover Fl'ind showed that the assumption of one time-constant El is a
rough approximation only. His derivations arebasedon the energy-balance
equation given in the nomendature of Finkelnburg and Maecker
)+

17

(5. 5. -5)

p

17

coefficient of electrical conductivity

E

voltage gradient

r
K

[49] •

radius
=

coefficient of thermal conduetivity

P

density

H

enthalpy =

T

J c p dT
0

Radiation and convection are neglected, thermal conduction in radial
direction is considered only.
Like Schmitz

(50]

tion

j

S

and Maecker

[48],

Frind introduced the auxiliary func-

T

(5. 5. -6)

KdT

KI pcp

and assumed the thermal diffusivity k

to be a constant,

Substituting this equation (5. 5, -5) changes to
17 E

2

= -

r1

d

dr

dS

(r dr ) +

The general form of the function

17

1 dS

(5. 5, -7)

k dt
<T

(S) is gîven in fig. 5. 5, 2 [27].

There ". is the conductivity in the axis of the are and S =
a
a 0
where Ta is the temperature in the axis.

Ta
K dT

J
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T

J

Electrical conductivity u as a function of S =
0
14
1.5 .lo

(cg:)

K

d T according frind

f
1.0

0.5

'

3.

I

sl ~s;-

109

-s

-+S(cgs)
Fig. 5.5.2 Appraximation by two
stroight lines

Fig. 5.5.3. Approximotion by three

straight lines

To findan analytic solution of equation (5. 5. -7) this curve was approximated by the two straight lines, os and s sa. As can beseen
0

1

< S < s1 and a

u*

B(S-S ) for
1

1
S

s1 < < Sa.

u

0 for

With these approxi-

mations formula (5. 5, -2) was obtained.
However, Frind also shows that the original function

u= u (S)

must give an

infinite range of time-constants and that a much more accurate result will
be obtained when u(S) is approached by three intervals as shown in fig.
5. 5. 3. Then the steep part of region 2 determines the small time-constant
~\,

a measure for the disappearance of the electrical conductivity of the

arc-core. From the flatter portion (region 1), the larger time-constant

e 2 can be found.

The latter describes the decay of the conductivity of the

hot gas around the core.
From Frind's equation (5. 5. -2) for full recovery it can also be made clear
that the use of two time-constants might leadtoa better understanding of
the interruption phenomena. For the arc-core expressions (5. 5. -2) and
(5. 5. -3) may be used

2
rl

(5. 5. -8)

and

_t...._
G e

1

For small r

1\::11

(5. 5. -9)

(radius of the arc-core) the temperature of the core decays
1
rapidly to the temperature of the hot gas cylinder surrounding the core.
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This latter is the "temperature-hump" for which a secoud time-constant
can be derived in a manner similar to the first
2
r2
2
2.4 kl

(5. 5. -10)

therefore the rest-conductance beoomes
(5. 5. -11)
It is possible that r 1 << r 2 (e.g. in an are in hydrogen). Then e 1 << e 2 •
Moreover, Frind assumed in his derivation k to be constant. Rizk, how-

ever, computed that the thermal diffusivity of air (at 10 atmospheres) is a
highly dependent function of temperature, see fig. 5.5,4. Particularly in
the temperature range of the "hump" 3000° < T < 5000°, k is considerably
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Fig.

temperafure according Rizk.

Hence if one introduces mean values of ka lower value for 9

e 1 must be used.
such that r

2

R::

than for
2
But this also means when an intense air-blast is applied

one must still work with at least two (mean) time-con-

stauts to describe the full decay of conduction
2

rl
gl = - - 2 2.4 kl

(5. 5. -12)

and

2

(5. 5. -13)

2.4 k2
Therefore in first approximation the full thermal recovery of the gas can
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always be expressed by
G

b = G1 e

-%31

_tie
+ G e
2

2

(5. 5. -14)

This equation expresses the fact that after the highly conductive are channel has vanished still a longer lasting rest conductivity exists.
Generally it can be expected that G2 << G • Hence a high restriking volt1
age is necessary to produce a measurable residual current. The time-

e 2 determines how fast the restriking voltage must rise to accomplish this.

constant
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CHAPTER 6

THE RESTRIKING VOLTAGE AFTER CURRENT-CHOPPING
THE MEAN-CIRCUIT-CURRENT

Fig. 6.1. Principle of current-chopping in
on inductive circuit.

The current I through the self-inductance L of fig. 6.1 produces a mag0
2
= ! LI . When I is chopped the electromagne 0
0
2
tic energy is converted into electrastatic energy WC = !cu •

netic field with energy WL

Continued reconversion of energy results in an oscillation of frequency

2iT.., LC
1

f

=

_/

1

R

2

- 4L2

(6.-1)

Neglecting the damping resistance Rand the initial charge on C the maximum voltage across the capacitor is found from
2
l_LI
2
o

2
=lcu
2
max

(6. -2)

Hence
U
=I ./1_
max
o1 C

(6. -3)

The initial rate of rise of the voltage
dU
I
0

dt

c

(6. -4)

is seen to be independent of L.

6.1. Oscillations of the source- and load-side circuits,
Fig. 6,1,1 is an equivalent circuit representative of single-phase inductive interruption including damping elements. When breaker B interrupts
the current through Ls and Lt, the partial circuits Ls, Cs and Lt, Ct oscillate with their natural frequencies fs and ft respectively.
The oscillations are damped by the resistances Rs and Rt.
High overvoltages can occur in the interrupted circuit, as will be shown in
section 6.3. Here Lt is the (large) self-inductance of an unloaded or inductively loaded transformer, (Fora main voltage of 10 kV and an inductive current between 3 and 60A, Lt varies between 10.6 to 0, 53 H).
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Fig. 6.1.1. Eq'Jivolent circuit including domping elements R5 and R1.

The lumped capacitance Ct represents the distributed capacitances of the
transfarmer (see section 2, 2) eventually enlarged by the capacitances of
fue lines and/or cables between breaker and load, For short connections
between breaker and transfarmer the capacitance of the lines is small and
is included in CP. The order of magnitude of

c 1 is in this case varying

from 2000 to 10 000 pF.
2
3
With the above values for L , f can vary between 5 x 10 and 5 x 10 c/s.
1

1

The oscillation is damped by R • This resistance is mainly determined by
1

the iron losses of the load [23].
The short-circuit impcdanee of the feeding circuit up to the breaker is
generally small. Hence Ls is smal!. The distributed capacitances of the
transfarmer and of the feeder lines are considered as lumped and included
in

which can be relatively large. The frequency fs is generally one

order of magnitude higher than f • The amplitude of the oscillation of the
1

source-side is notlarge as follows from equation (6-3).
Moreover this oscillation is highly damped due to the rather large value of
the a. c. -resistance Rs for high values of fs.

6. 2, The initia! ra te of rise of the restriki!lg voltage 3:fter current-chopping
When the discharge in breaker B (fig. 6.1.1) suddenly ceases the current
continues to flow initially through the parallel capacitance C because the
p

self-inductances L' , Lt' and L do notpermit a sudden change of the curs
g
rent. Under normal circumstances C is small (some .hundred pF), hence
p

the initial rate of rise of the restriking voltage can be very high according
equation (6-4).For instanee, a current chopped at a level 1

0

2 A together

with a parallel capacitance C of 200 pF can result in an initial rate of
dU
p
rise of dt
10 000 V/JJ.S,
Under the influence of such voltages a residual current can flow easily
which can lead to reiguition (section 5. 2). C discharges into the new disP

charge channel with an oscillation of very high frequency ( fpl up to 5 to
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10 Mc/S) when the reignition occurs sufficiently fast, or with a damped
current-step when the reignition proce e ds slowe r. In both cases high current peaks can be found.
Once the ene rgy of C is dissipated in the discharge the vo ltage has de p

cayed to a

101'1

value . Therefore the discharge will cease again, the paral-

lel-capacitance is recharged and consequently a new break-down can occur.
In this manner the current to be interrupted can be maintained, flowing al-

ternate ly through the parallel-capacitance and the discharge -path.
Therefore a mean-circuit-current continues to flow through the inductanc e s Ls and Lt' On oscillograms of this current, chopping and reignitions are recognizable, but show an entirely different pattern and smaller amplitud e s than in Ib' The difference between the mean-circuit-current (lower trace) and the current through the breaker (upper trace) is
clearly shown on fig. 6.2.1. This oscillogram was obtained with the circuitoffig.6.2.2.
From fig. 6.2.3 it becomes clear that the m ean-circuit-current continues
through the parallel-capacitance. This oscillogram was obtained using an
oil-circuit-breaker in a circuit like fig. 6.2.4.
The upper trace shows the current I'
through a capacitor C' = 174 pF
c
p
connected parallel to the breaker. The beginning of the oscillogram shows
the last four cycles of the instability-oscill ation (fi:::o 0.7 Mc/s).
Ther eafter the current chops at Ib =

10:::0

2A. Subseq'lently a number of

reignitions follow of which only the fir st thre e are recorded. (During each
break-down the current rises rapidly to a very high va lue, frequently
beyond 100 A, see fig. 6. 2. 5. These highl y transient variations can not be
seen on fig. 6.2.3 . Just the beginning and the end of each reignition are
r ecorded. )
Between two r e ignitions an average current of about 0.8 A flows throug'h
C' . Hen ce the active parallel-capacitance C must be appr. 260 pF in this
p
p
case.

C can also be e stimated from the ratio of the peaks of the currents I'
p
c
and Ib (fig.6.2.5). From a number of such measurements on the same
breaker it was found that C p varied bet ween 180. and 280 pF giving an

.
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Fig. 6.2. 5. Bulk·ail break er, I =5.2 A (R.M.S.)
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Fig. 6.2.2. Circuit far recarding fig. 6.2.1.
Further details on fig. 2.1.5.
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Fig. 6.2.1. Bulk-ail breaker, I = 3.5 A (R.M.S.)
Upper [ine: current Ihrough rhe breoker
Lower line: meon-circuit-current ,hrough lood Lt-

Fig. 6.2.3. Bulk-ail breaker, 1= 5.2 A (R.M.S.)
Upper line: current rhrough added parallel
capacitor 174 pF
Lower line: current through ,he break er.

n

average value of appr. 230 pF.
The variation of C shows that the parallel-capacitance can not be clearp
ly defined for high -frequency phenomena. This shows the influence of the
inherent self-inductance (L in fig. 6.1.1) of the capacitances. This fol-

P

.

lows also from the variation of the current 1 between two reignitions
0

(fig.6.2.3) and from the fact that the current oscillation of fig.6.2.5 is
not limited to a single frequency. The latter was confirmed by oscillograms with a time-base of 0.2 MS/div.

6. 3. Restri\{ill.g voltages after definite current-zero.

The mean-circuit-current makes it possiblc that despite instability-oscillation and reignitions simultaneou:;;ly a definite current zero is
reached in the breaker (with its parallel-capacitance) as well as in Ls
and

Then the voltage across the breaker will oscillate transiently

towards the main voltage which at this instant is near its peak (see fig.
6. 3.1). The initial rate of rise of the restriking voltage will be slightly

influenced by the feeder circuit. The oscillation of frequency f

8

,

how-

ever, is active just for a short time (see section 6. 1) whereafter the restriking voltage is wholly determined by the load according to
tjr
U =U - e
l (U - U ) cos wtt
B
n
n
o
where Un
U

peak value of the souree voltage of industrial frequency
absolute value of the voltage across the breaker at current-

0

zero (t
w
t

~
t t

1

2Lt
r

1

Rt

0)

"r=c-- ~

=·

L ,c
1

(6. 3. -1)

=--

Rt

2

= frequency of the laad-circuit

t2

inductance and equivalent capacitance of the load-circuit
time-constant of the laad-circuit

equivalent damping re sistor.

(In equation (6. 3. -1) the polarity of Un is chosen positive and conse-

quently UB beoomes negative at t

0).

After about half a cycle the maximum value of the restriking voltage is
reaehed
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Umax =U+e
n

- tl/-r.
1 (U+U)
n
o

(6. 3.-2)

with
Neglecting dampingit is found
Umax

(6.3. -3)

2Un+Uo

However, when the currents through the breaker and the parallel-capacitance chop simultaneously while the current It

1 still flows through
0

Lt the voltage UB across the breaker at first will rise further due to the
di
voltage contribution Lt
from the load-inductance.
t
Assuming the influence of damping elementsis small, such that

-f

2
Rt)
L 1C :>:> ( 2L

t t

UB
Att

, then the restriking voltage is given by y

t
Un - e

_t;),
· 1 { (Un +U0 ) cos

wé + I wtLt sin wtt}
0

(6. 3. -4)

t afirstmaximumappears, calledsuppression peak. This
1

umax has the same polarity as U (see fig.6.3.2).
1

0

It can be approximated by
(6. 3. -5)

umaxl
where

(6. 3. -6)

Starting from this suppression peak, UB approaches zero and rises
beyond the voltage of industrial frequency which at this instant is of opposite polarity with respect to Umax 1 • At t = t 2 a second maximum, the
recovery peak Umax 2 occurs
umax2 = un +e-

t2/r
1

V{(Un + Uo)2 + (Io wtLt>2}

(6. 3. -7)

where
(6. 3. -8)

As aresult of the contribution 1 wtLt
0

I
0

~

CLt this second maximum
t

can reach very high values. In our experiments overvoltages up to
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u

~ax 2 ~ 4 were found. Theoretically considerably higher values are
n

possible according equation (6. 3. -7). In practical cases these are limited
by reignitions. Of course reignitions can occur also during the rise time
of UB to Umaxl"
Currents Is, It and IB and voltages Us, Ut and UB before and after currentchopping are shownon fig. 6. 3. 3. The directionsof currents and voltages
at the instant of the current chop are indicated on the associated diagrams.
Fig. 6. 3. 4 shows the same currents and voltages for the case that the
current is chopped after current zero.
The initial rate of rise of the restriking-voltage is mainly determined by
the frequency of the feeder-circuit. In both casesUB

= Us -Ut rises after

the current has ceasèd. (However, after current-chopping caused by maincircuit-oscillation the restriking voltage decays first and then rises, see
section 7. 4).

-t

Fig. 6.3.1. Restriking voltageUs ofter continuously decaying current Is

~maxl

Fig. 6.3.2. Restriking voltage Us alter current·chopping
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uB ~us -u t

Currents Is, 11 and Is and voltoges U5 , U1 ond UB befare ond after currenl·chopping
Fig. 6.3.3. Chopping before zero passage. Fig.6.3.4. Chopping alter zero passage.
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CHAPTER 7

THE RESTRIKING CURRENT AFTER REIGNITION.
THE MAIN-CIRCUIT-OSCILLATION

After a reigriition a current eau start to flow again through the circuit, The
steady-state part of this current is given by the expression
Istat
with

Un

u
wn

~

u
wn(Lsn+ Lt)

sin ( wnt +.Y)

(7. -1)

amplitude of the main voltage U.
~

un cos

w t
n

industrial frequency
R

w L
n

Assuming a predominantly inductive circuit ( .Y ~ 0) and introducing around
current-zero for sin wnt

~

wnt the steady-state current in this region will

satisfy
(7. -2)

This implies that the main voltage is supposed to be a constant. In the
transition to the steady-state three types of oscillations can generally be
distinguished, They will be indicated by
a. first parallel-oscillation, frequency w p 1 , fpl
b. secoud parallel-oscillation,frequency wp 2 ' fp 2
c, main-circuit-oscillation, frequency wst' fst'
The treatment of these oscillations will be based on the equivalent circuit
fig. 7. 1, for which the following relations are valid
Lp<< L~ + L~ + Lg << L8 << Lt
C << C"
p

and

In this circuit resistances are neglected, because mainly the frequency

and the order of magnitude of the first amplitude are essential to the
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Fig . 7.1.

Equivalent circuit for general treatmenf of restriking
currents after reignitions. Diagram 1.

._

Fig. 7.2.

. . .:

~

Reignitions in on air-blast breoker. I

= 3.5

A (R.M.S.l

_Is

Fig. 7.3.1.

Equivalent circuit far moin-circuit-oscillotion.

Fig. 7.4.5. Air-blast breaker, I =3.5 A (R.M .S.l
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Fig. 7.4. 6.

Bulk ·oi l breaker, I = 3.5 A (R.M . S.l

interruption,
A general expression for the restriking current in this circuit would have
a complicated form. However, the different oscillations may be considered
separately because wp 1>> wp2 >> "'st'
Doing so, one gains a clear insight into the character of the oscillations as
well as into their influence on interruption,
Fig. 7.2. gives an example of three reignitions, each one foliowed by oscillations of frequency wpl'

wp 2 and "'st in the current-trace,
The amplitudes of the first parallel-oscillation are extremely large and

exceed by far the upper and lower boundaries of the oscillogram.
Therefore wpl can only be noticed in the voltage trace. Only half a cycle
of the main-circuit-oscillation can develop, because the discharge ceases
again when current-zero is achieved,
7 ,1, The first parallel-oscillation (circuit CJ> - LP- B).
The first parallel-oscillation is generated by discharging the parallel-capacitance C . As stated before (section 6. 2) this capacitance is inherent
p

to the direct vicinity of the circuit-breaker.
The frequency is
1

wpl

(7 .1. -1)

VL C

p p

Here Lp is the lumped self-inductance of the discharge circuit.
Thus Lp
.
consists of the self-inductances of the breaker (including the electrical
discharge path) and that part of the conductors which is related to the first
parallel-oscillation,
C has a value of some hundred pF, L of 2 to 10 ~AH, dependent on the
p
p
breaker construction and its location in the circuit. Therefore the frequency fpl is extremely high (2 to 10 Mc/s) and can only develop when the
reiguition causes sufficiently rapid a low impedance discharge path. This
is the caseaftera dieleetrio-breakdown and generally also aftera thermalbreakdown and generally also aftera thermal-breakdown in oil-breakers.
Neglecting the damping the amplitude of this oscillation becomes
(7 .1. -2)

where Ud represents the voltage across CP at the instant of reignition,
Ipl can reach a very high value. When for example Ud

= 12000 V,

fp 1

=

6 Mc/s and C = 250 pF, then I 1'::$110 A (see also fig.6.2,5). For measP
p1
uring the first parallel-oscillation rather extreme requirements must be
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fulfilled for the current-recording system.

7. 2. The second parallel-oscillation (circuit
The second parallel--oscillation can occur when a potential difference between Us and Ut is produced prior to the reignition. The parallel capacitances Cs and Ct are assumed to be lumped, In reality they are distributed
along the windinga of the transfarmers and along the conductors. Therefore the self-inductances L~ and L~ are introduced in the equivalent scheme
.(fig. 7.1), Lg represents the lumped self-inductance of the "neutra!" path
between souree and load.
Then the frequency of the second parallel-oscillation becomes
(7,2.-1)

where

L" = L

'
'
s + Lt + Lg

C" =

Assuming_ the resistance R of the discharge-circuît (mainly the resistance
of the gas-discharge) to be constant, then from the differential equation
I
+j~dt+

Cs

f ~dt=O
I

Ct

(7.2. -2}

the current Ip of the second parallel-oscillation follows
2
(7.2. -3}

Here
wp 2-

(US)

0

(Ut>

1

~-1L"C"

US
= ut

VL''C"

at t =

o

at

0

0

VIlhen this oscillation is damped out, the voltage across Cs and Ct is given
by
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~

dt

(7.2. --4)

dt)

(7.2. -5)

ct
s
+--ut= cs +ct (US) o Cs+Ct (Ut)
0

(7.2. -6)

U =(U) - /
s
s 0
Cs
(or

ut

-!

= (Ut)
0

Ip2
ct

c

Hence

u

s

Here the voltage across the breaker is neglected.
At the instant of current-chopping

us

Lt

(7. 2. -7)

Afterwards Us rises to Un, and the oscillation with frequency "'s is produced. Immediately after current-chopping one may introduce Us
because L << Lt' Aftera short time (
8

~

200

IJ.S )

Rl

Un

the oscillation is damped

out and U equals U . Therefore in equation (7. 2. -6), (U ) = U may be
s
n
s 0
n
introduced.
The second parallel-oscillation can develop after the first parallel-oscillation, provided the high conductivity of the discharge lasts sufficiently long.
Generally this is not so after thermal reiguition in oil-breakers. In this
case the energy of C is often completely dissipated in the discharge before
p
Ip2 can rise sufficiently. The small time-constant g of the discharge then
1
prevents the generation of the second parallel-oscillation. However, mostly
this oscillation is found aftera dieleetrio breakdown in oil-breakers. Also
aftera thermal breakdown in air-blast breakers and in air-breakers, this
oscillation occurs provided the transition to the low impcdanee discharge
is sufficiently fast. The first and second parallel-oscillations may also be
excited by sudden variations in the conductivity of the discharge as mentioned in sections 4. 1 and 4. 2.

In the circuits under investigation the frequency fp was 0. 2 to 0. 4 Me/ s.

2
During the first parallel-oscillation the current may pass through zero with-

out causing the discharge to cease. This happens seldom during the second
parallel-oscillation. From this an impression of the time-constant of the
discharge can be obtained.

(See sections 8.2 and 9.2).

7, 3. The main-circuit-oscillation (circuit U, Ls, Cs - B - Lt' Ct).
For the main-circuit-oscillation the complete souree side circuit (Ls' Cs'
U) and load side circuit (Lt' Ct) are implicated. Obviously this oscillation
starts simultaneously with the parallel-oscillations mentioned in the preceding sections. As before, here too the oscillation can only develop when
the high conductivity of the discharge is maintained sufficiently long. This
requirement is generally met after the secoud parallel-oscillation. For
the sake of simplicity it is supposed again that the current of the maincircuit-oscillation Ist is still negligible when IP is already damped out.
2

Then the circuit fig. 7.1 can be simplified to fig. 7. 3.1 and equation
(7. 2. -6) represents the initia! voltage (U
t

= o.

0

1)

0

on C 1

Cs + Ct at the instant

L' , Lt' and L as wellas the voltage across the breaker are neglected. The
s
g
main voltage Un is supposed to be constant (at its maximum) and positive.
Finally it is assumed that Cs and Ct have the same values as insection 7.2.
From the equations
dIs
dit
Ls d t + Lt dt = Un

(7.3.-1)

(7 .3. -2)

Is

It + Ie'

(7.3.-3)

u t
Asin(wstt+.p)+Ls:Lt +B

(7.3,-4)

can be derived

It
where

1

frequency of the main-circuit-oscillation

wst
L'

L s Lt
Ls+Lt

C'

Cs+ Ct

A, Band <Pare constants, which must be determined from the initial conditions (I ) , (lt) and (U c,) • The general expressions for these cons0
0
0
stants are
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(7,3.-5)

L

B - (I )

t o •

-

L

c;;---:::--

+

w t L
8

(U

t

8

)

+ (I ) .

J (I t)
l
0

J Ls + L

c' o l

8

(7. 3. -6)

s o Ls + L t

Lt

(I ) }
8 b

t}-

(7.3. -7)

un

From (7. 3. -2) follows
Ic'

2
wst Lt C'

=

A sin ( wst t +

(7 .3. -8)

rp )

The current through the breaker B equals
ct

l:B =Ct

(7. 3. -9)

lc' +It

Hence
+B

(7. 3. -10)

The first term on the right-hand side represents the current
of the oscillation of the main -circuit
2
wst L t Ct) A sin ( wst t + <P )

(7. 3. -11)

This current is superimposed on the beginning of the steady-state current
Istat' The steady-state current is expressed by the next two termsof
equation (7. 3. -10) and thus has (initially) a linear rate of rise starting
from the value B.
Equation (7. 3. -6) generally may be simplified to B = (I t) since I is rao
8
pidly damped out after current-chopping and in actdition Lt >> L •
8

7. 4. The influence of the main -circuit-oscillation on current-chopping
The performance of IB' It' Is and UB prior to current-chopping (t< t 1)
and after current-chopping (t > t ) is presented in fig. 7. 4. 1 for the case
1
that no reignitions occur. For a reiguition arising at the instant t = t
0
0

the following cases may be

distinguished~
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a. Ift 1<t 0 < t 2 • Then(It) < 0.
0
The main-circuit-oscillation is superimposed on a steady-state current
of the same polarity as before current-chopping. Without this oscillation a natural current-zero could follow. Th en no extreme over-voltages
would occur (equation (6, 3, -1) and fig. 6. 3,1), Ho wever, the main-circuit-oscillation can force the current through the breaker IB towards
zero again, The current through L t at that instant follows from the
equations (7. 3. -9) and (7. 3. -8)

It

~ ::t)

2

A

(7.4.-1)

sin ( wst t + 'r")

Since wst >> wt still a rather large current can pass through Lt. Hence
main-circuit-oscillation leads to the same effect as
current-chopping due to instability-oscillation. Excessive over -vol tag es may re sult, according equations
(6.3.-5) and (6.3.-7).

b, If t

2

< t 0 < t 3 • Then (It) > 0.
0

In this case the main-circuit-oscillation is superimposed on a steady~

state current of opposite polarity relative to the current before chopping.
Without this oscillation reiguition might cause failure of interruption. The
current-zero as a result of thc main-circuit-oscillation may as yet lead to
successful interruption. Thus in the region t

2

< t0 <

t this oscillation may
3

have a favourable effect, From equations (7.4. -1), (6,3, -5) and (6, 3, -7)
it fellows here also that excessive overvoltages may occur.

c. When a reiguition is produced shortly after current-chopping then

(I ) ~ (It)
-I because of the current through the parallel-capas 0
0
0
citance CP (see section 6, 2). Then
(U.) =(Ut)

So

and A= 0, 'r"

Lt

o

0 and B =- I

0

(7 .4. -2)

can be introduced into equation (7 ,3, -10),

In this case no second parallel-oscillation and no main-circuit-oscilla-

tion will set in, After C has been discharged the current can continue
p

its natural course to zero, Then the reiguition is not or hardly notiecabie in the current through L t'
d. When a reiguition occurs at the instant t ~ t 2 , then (I s>o 0,
0
(It) ~ 0, (U )
U and (Ub) ~U
(see equation (6,3, -5).
o
so
n
o
max 1
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Fig. 7.4.1. Current·chopping nol foliowed by reignitions.
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utmaxl

Fig. 7.4.2. Current·chopping foliowed by reignilion near
suppression peok Umoxl•
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Always UB = Us -

u1,

such that here (U ) is given by the expression
10
(7 .4. -3)

From equation (6. 3. -5) it follows that always Ut max 1 > Un (at Lt the
suppression-peak is superimposed on the main voltage).
Equations (7. 2. -6), (7. 3. -5), (7. 3. -6) and (7. 3. -7) successively yield
(U,)

c

(7 .4. -4)

=U
0

n

A

Introducing further L t >>

(7 ,4. -5)

and w »w equation (7. 3, -10) can be
81
1

simplified to

(7.4.-6)

Hence the current through the breaker has always a negative start, in
other words still a current zero must follow (see fig. 7. 4. 2) such that
there exists another chance for succesful interruption,

-+

Since (1 ) :::: 0 and moreover w L >>
1 o
s1 1
wst t

just a very small

portion of I B flows through L . During the passage of I B through zero
1
the voltage u < Un. Because of these twc· reasous no high overvoltage
1
can result from current-chopping in this case.
Success or failure of interruption depends now highly on the energyinput into the discharge during the first half period of the main -circuitoscillation and on the rate of decay with which current-zero is approached. Besides the value of the suppression peak (depending on the history
of the discharge), wst and the relationship between
important role according equa.tion (7. 4. -6).
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c1 and Cs plays an

~

t then (I )
0, (It) ~ 0,
3
s 0
0
(Us) =Un and (UB) ~Umax 2 , see equation (6,3.-7). Now
0
0

e. In case reiguition occurs at t

0

un -u max2
From equation (6,3, -7) follows, that Utmax

(7 .4. -7)
2

<- Un.

The current through the breaker can now be expressed
ct
Cs
Cs +Ct -Cs +Ct) Unsin wst t +

un

+---t
Ls + Lt

(7,4,-8)

Here IB starts with positive polarity. Wh ether or not a current-zero
follows depends on the initial rate of rise of the steady-state current,

u
hence on - L
nl and on the amplitude of the main-current-oscillation

s + 't

(that is on the history as it shows up in Utmax 2 ) and on the relation
between Ct and Cs.

Fig. 7. 4. 3 gives an example of a reiguition at t ~ t with large am3
0
plitude of I stand a small steady-state current. In this case a new current-zero is cerk'tin. W'hether- or not this interruption is successful
depends firstly on the energy input into the discharge during the interval between reiguition and the new current-zero, secondly on the rate
of decay of 1 t towards zero and thirdly on the rate of rise of the re6

striking voltage.
Fig. 7.4.4 a larger steady-state current and a smaller amplitude of
the main-circuit-oscillation are assumed. No new current-zero follows.
Therefore interruption fails.
Main-circuit-oscillation cannot only occur aftera single reiguition but
also duringa number of successive reiguitions in oil-breakers. Then
I t is superimposed on the mean-circuit-current.
8

Because a thermal break-down can occur only when there is a sufficient
energy input into the residual discharge a series of thermal reiguitions
can be halted temporarily or permanently when IB = Istat + 18 t recedes
below the value necessary for break-down (see sections 8. 5 and 8. 7
and fig. 8. 5. 2 and 8. 7 .1). On interruption of currents of a few amperes
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Fig. 7.4.3. Current·chopping foliowed by reignition near
recovery peak Umax 2· Main-circuit·oscillotian
couse:s new current chop.

Fig. 7.4.4. Current-chopping foliowed by reignition neor
recovery peak Umox 2· High rote of rise of steady.
state current and smoll main-circuil-oscillation
prevent new current c~op.
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alternately stabie and unstable oscillations in the rhythm of the main-circuit-oscillation can occur (see for example fig. 7 .4. 5, 7 ,4, 6, page 78
and fig. 8. 7 .1.
Finally it should be remarked that the restriking voltage across the breaker deercases initially aftera forced current-zero due to main-circuitoscillation.
This is a striking contrast to a "normal" current chop (section 6, 3 fig.
6. 3. 3 and 6. 3, 4) for which the voltage UB (in absolute value) always rises
immediately after I B has bocome zero.
The reason for this is that the direction of I at the instant of I B = 0 now
8

has opposite polarity than shownon the diagramsof fig. 6. 3. 3 and 6, 3,4.
Hence also the restriking voltage Us has opposite polarity in the two cases.
Since
UB

w

= Us

8

>> wt the start of the restriking voltage across the breaker
-Ut is principally determined by US.

The direction of Is can be derived as follows.
At the instant when IB Ist + Istat = 0, Ist -!stat' Now Istat flows mainly through Lt, and Ist through Ct, see equations (7. 3. -4), (7. 3. -8) and
(7.3.-10). Hence I8 t ::::~Iet and Istat ~ It. The directionsof It and Iet are
therefore the same as shownon fig. 6,3,3 and 6,3,4, Because prior to
chopping e

8

Iet• For IB

and e t are parallel, the direction of ICs is equal to that of
0, however, Is

les and therefore the direction of I turns
8
6,3,3 and 6,3,4.

out to be opposite to the notations in

The delay caused thereby in the rise of the restriking voltage, of course,
faveurs interruption.
7. 5. The influence of the carthing on the main-circuit-oscillation.
From the preceding it is seen that for successful interruption the maincircuit-oscillation can be of considerable importance. The frequency and
the amplitude of Ist are highly dependent on the capacitances Cs and Ct.
The values of these capaci tances, ho wever, depend on the location of
earthing. The circuit according fig. 7. 1 has the basic configuration of
diagram 1 (fig. 2.1. 2) and can be considered as part of a three-phase
circuit according fig. 7. 5.1 (or fig. 2.1,1). The oscillations treated in
the previous sections occur therefore also in the three-phase circuit and
the investigation carried out with the single-phase circuit (fig. 7 .1) is
representative of this three-phase situation.
Because of magnotie coupling the interrupting phenomena of one phase can
be found back in part in the currents and voltages of the other two phases.
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However, there is a 60° phase difference of successive current-zeros and
therefore frequently no mutual influence of successive interruptions is
noticed.
Earthing between breaker and load (diagram 2, fig. 2.1. 3) the equivalent
circuit fig. 7. 5. 2 is obtained. Jn comparison with fig. 7.1 the frequency
of the first parallel-oscillation w
will be somewhat lower as C rep1
p
presents now the capacitance with respect to earth. The frequency of the
second parallel-oscillation is

w
p2

=

(7.5.-1)

_..1_

v'v c

s s1

It too will have a somewhat different value than in the previous case,
compare equation (7. 2. -1). After the. secoud parallel-oscillation has been
damped out there is still no fundamental difference.
The circuit can again be simplified to fig. 7. 3. 1. Now C

C because
8
node S has nearly reached earth potential after the breakdoV~n. Equations
82

(7. 3, -1) to (7. 3. -8) incl. remain valid.

IB must be expresscd

as~=

IC, +It. Then cquation (7. 3. -9) bccomes

.

IB={1-

u

t

ws~L1 (Cs+Ct)}Asin(wst+<P)+Ls~Lt

+B

(7.5.-2)

The initial voltages across the capacitance C' = Cs + C t is in this case
{Uc,)O

= (Ut>o·

For this situation (7 .4. -6) and (7 .4. -8) beoome
(7.5.-3)

and
1

B

~ wst (C s +C){
+1utmax21}
t 1
U

(7. 5. -4)

n

Thus it is shown that carthing in this manner does not
change the frequency of the main-circuit-O\JCillation.
The amplitude, however, becomes larger.
Earthing between souree and breaker (diagram 3, fig. 2.1.4) has a more
pronounced effect. This may be understood from the equivalent circuit
fig. 7. 5. 3. What was said in relation fig. 7. 5. 2 applies also to the first
parallel-oscillation here. The frequency of the second parallel-oscillation
is
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wp2

1

~ /-v L'tCtl

(7. 5. -5)

Also wp2 can deviate somewhat in comparison with the circuit of fig. 7 .1.
After break-down node T has earth potential and ct 2 =Ct. Again the equations (7. 3, -1) to (7. 3, -8) remain valid. Equation (7. 3. -9) now gives
IB =It. Therefore expression (7. 3, -10) is replaced by
IB

=

Unt
A sin ( w st + <P) + Ls + Lt

+B

(7, 5, -6)

Should A have the same value in both cases then the amplitude of w st
would already be very much smaller than given by equation (7. 3, -11), because

w2 L C =("'st
st t t
"'t

Always (U ) = (U )
co
s 0

)2 >> 1.

~ U

n

and a short time after interruption (U )
c 0

Un.

Substituting this in equation (7. 3. -5), moreover A (with Ls<< Lt) reduces

to a very low value in comparison to fig. 7.1.
Hence hardly any main-circuit-oscillation can develop
in a circuit according diagram 3.

u

Fig. 7.5.1. Principle of three-phase c;irc;uit.

Fig. 7.5.2. Equivalent circuit. Diagram 2.

Fig. 7.5.3. Equivalent circuit. Diagram 3.
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7. 6. Summary of oscillations occurring during interruption.
In table 7. 6 all oscillations discussed in chapters 4, 6 and 7 are summa-

rized. For the definition of the letter symbols reference should be made

to fig. 7 .1. In this table the following assumptions are made

c'

a) as befare

L"= L's + L't + Lg
Lp <<L"<< Ls << Lt
b) All damping influences are neglected,
c) The values entered inthelast column give the range of the frequencies
observed in the circuits investigated,

Name

Frequency

Jnstability-oscillation

"'i (see chapter 4) f.l

First parallel-oscillation

"'p1

Second parallel-oscillation

1
yL C

f

p p

pl

=

0.2 to 2. 5 Mc/s

=2

to 10

"'p2

fp2=0.2 to 0.4 Mc/s

"'st

f st

=8

to 20

kc/s

Oscillation of the feeding
circuit

"'s

f

= 16

to 20

kc/s

Oscillation of the load circuit

"'t

ft =

to 5

kc/s

Jndustrial frequency

w

f
n

50

c/s

Main -circuit -oscillation

n

s

o. 5

Table 7. 6. Summary of the oscillations in the interruption cycle.
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Mc/s

CHAPTER 8

INTERRUPTION OF INDUCTIVE CIRCUITS WITH
OIL-BREAKERS

8.1. The

interruption::()~

The pattern of current and voltage on interruption with oil-breakers is
highly reproducible provided accurate timing of contact scparatien is obtained. Therefore an idealized picture of an interruption cycle fig. 8.1.1
can be composed. Here voltage variations as a result of motion of the
discharge (section 4.1) and main-circuit-oscillations (section 7. 3) are
neglected. (The influence of the main-circuit-oscillation on interruption
will be treated in sections 8. 5 and 8, 7).

8

10

11
~t

s-2.
.g.
8 I?

.....

6
4
2

~

§
0

_ _ _ _ __JQ

-.t

Fig. 8.1.1. ldealized interruption c:ycl.e foroil-breokers
Us =voltage ocross the breaker
I b =current lhrough !he breoker
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In fig. 8.1.1 the following modes can be distinguished.

1, 1' Current through the breaker before separating contacts.
No voltage is measured across the oontacts.
2, 2' Contact separation.
3
The current contillues to flow undisturbed through the gas-discharge.
3'
4

Across the contacts a small are voltage is observed.
When the current has dropped to a value of

~ :::l:l

1. 5 A (see section

4. 8) a quickly growing instability-oscillation is generated. Owing to
this the current approaches the zero line and the discharge ceases.
Then a great number of reignitions follows. During this time as well
on the souree side as on the load side, a mean-circuit-current
flows continuing the current of mode 3 {see section 6.2).
4'

After each current interruption the voltage rises with a very high
rate, until reignition sets in. The voltage inducing reignitions is
rather constant over wide partsof the unstable range.

5

After this unstable range the current stahilizes again, having a value
between 0. 3 and 0. 6 A. Then the current flows apparently uninfluenced to its natural zero.

5'

The voltage across the breaker after the unstable interval is 5 to
10 times higher than before. This voltage rises while the current
approaches zero. Thus the discharge again obeys a negative currentvoltage characteristic.

6,6' After current-zero the restriking voltage (section 6.3) can cause
new series of reignitions. The rate of rise of the voltage is considerably lower than in phase 4'. The reignitions develop at differing,
much higher, voltages.
7, 7' If there is no final interruption (for instance, because the distance
between the contactsis still too small) a new unstable range ha ving
the same pattern as 4, 4' starts.
8

At about 1. 5 A the current beoomes stabie again, after a damped
oscillation ( w pZ).

8'

The voltage is again of the sameorder as during period 3'.

9

In the same way as described under 4 a new unstable interval arises.

The same kind of reignitions occur.
9'

The voltage patternis the sameasin 4'. However, the rather constant value at which reignition develops is higher.

10
10'
11
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Once again the current beoomes stabie as mentioned under 5.
The voltage trace is comparable tomode 5' but has a higher level.
The interruption has succeeded.

The recovery voltage shows a damped oscillatory transition to the

11'

steady-state i. e. the main voltage (section 6.3).

Depending on the current to be interrupted, the moment of contact parting,
the mechanical speed of the contacts, the presence of arc control-devices,
the values of the circuit elements and the location of earthing, parts of
the ide::tlized cycle shown above may not occur. At higher currents for instance the stabie parts 5,5' and 10,10' are no longer clearly defined.
Vihen contacts part immediately after current-zero fin::tl interruption can
follow after phase 5,5' or 6,6'. Capacitors or resistors in parallel to the
contacts can initiate the unstable intervals 4,4' and 9,9' at higher currents
and can lower the repeating frequency and so on. Also the main-circuitoscillation can seriously disturb this idealized picture.

,
1,75A 2ms

Fig, 8,1.7, Bulk-ail breaker, diagram 3, I'" 1.6 A (R,M,S,),
Complete interruption cycle.

Fig. 8.1. 2 gives :l.ll oscillogram of a complcte interruption-cycle which
sholl's close agreement with fig. 8.1.1. (To prcvent main-circuit-oscillation this l'ecol-d was made with a circuit accol'ding diagram 3.)
8.2. CULTc nt - chopping-. Time-constant 8 1 .

In the Cil'cuits i11,'cstigated cUlTcnt-chopping alll'a,"s
inslability-oscill:ltion and at a cUlTent level of I

=

occun'ed aftel' an
10 ~ 1.:3 A.

B
The rcason fOl- thc lower limit of 1.3 A is the tl'ansition ft-om an al'C- to

a gloll'-disch:1l"ge, as tl'eated in section ..L 8. \\Ihen the parallel capacitance C

was enla ro'ed

pb'

the cUlTellt was chopped at hig'hel' values (see al-

SO fig ...L G.1). Since cun-ent-chopping due to thc transition to the g'lowdiscltal'ge is cxclusively the result of thc dischal'ge itself, the same ,'alues
fOl'

10

arc fOWld II'hen l'esislive currents

an example of this. Here

10 =

:l1'C intel'l'upted. Fig'. 8.2.1 is
1. 5 A. Tllis oscillogT:1 m was obtained with

thc circuit of fig. 8.2.2. Also fig. G.2.3 and 8.2.3 show oscillograms of
instability-osci.llalioll and cUITent-chopping. Obscl'ved ft'cquencies of the
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FiQ.8.2.l.

Fig. 8.2.3.

Bulk·ail breaker, I =2.5 A ( R.M . S.j.

I =1 0.8 A (R.M.S.j. Curr enl·chapp in g

Interruption of resistive current.

due la inslabilily·ascillali an,

ins tability oscillation f i va rie d b e lween 0.4

~l.Ild

Small-ail·yalume breaker,

Ij =0 .75 Mci s.

1. 4 YIc /s for inc!u ct ive

s ing1e - ph ase circuits . F or the circuit of fig. 8. 2 , 2 the range was
1 . 7 :$ f

i

:$ 2.5 MC/ s. In the thr ee-phasc circuit of fig . 2 , 1 . 6 IVhe rc an

80 m l'ength of ground cable formed th e conn ec tion hdween th e breakc[' and

th e inductive loa d f ? 0.2 MC / s was m casurc d . Thes c n~ su j l s gi vc " Je
i
imp res sion that aloase rc lation e x ists betwe en w and Ct or betwee n W i
i

a nd w 2' A definite co n :elation between w . and the othe r circuit - elc',n cnts
p
)
could not be fOUlld. De spite identical timing a number of diff, ' rent frequencies between 0.4 :$ f.

I

~

1.4 MC / s we re fow1d on succ ess iv e te sts with no

modification of the circuit.

- -

]~--3~ -,-:

-

-

" if C.

2

'oov

(

I

I

,

I

Cl

,

'

I

~ ~coo

,

LT-'_ ____ _ _

:___ ....J c __ _.J

Fig. 8. 2. 2. Circui' far recardi ng fig. 8.2.1 .

z:uU . ...uc.b

Tl

He re the time-con s tant cannot be obtained wilh high pre ci s ion fr om

w.

in

I

accordance with the instai;ility criteria of Ch8 fJter 4 , becau sc the charac t e ristic of the dischar O'e ju s t prior to the current-ehop is unknown . Mayr's
criterion

w

i

8

M

= 1 should y ield the following r es ult s

f.

2.5

1.4

0 .2 Mc / s

8

0.OG4

0.11

0 .8

I

M

l' S

However, from the fact th at the current chops wh en Ib ~ 0 it can be concluded that the time -constant 8
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1

must be smaller than one quar ter of a

cycle of the instability-oscillation, If this should not be the case, then
during this oscillation the current would pass the zero line, as it also happens during the first parallel-oscillation aftera reiguition (see section
6, 2, fig. 6, 2, 5). The lowest frequency observed was in the latter case
fpl

5 Mc/s. Therefore an approximate value of e

1

lies within the

limits.
'Ir

1r

2 "'pl <el <
For the frequencies f
0,05xl0

-6

< e

1

p1

= 5 Mc/s and f.1

<O.lxlO

(8. 2. -1)

2 "'i

-6

=

2, 5 Mc/s this inequality gives

sec,

In other words:

The first time constant e
of a discharge in àn oil1
breaker has an order of magnitude of 0.1 p.s for an in
stantaneous current of appr. 1.5 A.

8. 3. Reignitions prior to the definite current-zero.
In section 6, 2 a brief discussion is given of the generation of thermal re-

ignitions in the unstable regions 4,4' and 9, 9' of fig. 8,1, The behaviour
of the discharge and the circuit during these periods as could be derived
from a large number of oscillograms wil! be summarized in the follow'ing
paragraphs.
8. 3.1. On a current-chop as a result of an instability-oscillation the high conductance G decays with a small time-constant e (section 5, 5). The or1
1
der of magnitude of e is O,lp.s (section 8,2). However, a residual con1
ductance G2 remains fora long time. After appr. 200 p.s reignitions can
still be initiated by a residual current.

Fig. 8.3.1.
Detail of equivalent circuit showing active
parallel circuit.

8, 3. 2, On a current-chop as a re sult of an instability-oscillation only the current
Ib through the discharge is interrupted, The current IB is maintained initially through the parallel-capacitance C as shown in fig. 8. 3.1 which is
p

a detail of the complete circuit fig. 7 .1. As aresult the voltage across the
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breaker rises very rapidly to a high value. The initia! rate of this restriking voltage can be up to 10000 V/iJ.S (e.g. when I

0

=

2A and CP

200 pF).

8, 3, 3. Under influence of this restriking voltage and as a result of the residual
conductivity of the discharge path a residual current flows through the
breaker. When this residual current exceeds a certain value Id the conductivity increases again to a higher value resulting in reiguition. At this
instant the voltage UB has reached the maximum Ud and decays herealter.
8.3.4. During the reiguition the electrio charge of C transfers into the discharge
p

path. In this way the first parallel-oscillation of frequency wpl is excited
(section 7 .1), The first peak of this oscillation is of the order of 100 A
(section 6. 2), The energy stored in C is al most entirely dissipated in the
p

discharge

path and the first parallel-oscillation is damped out after a few

cycles, Then UB~o and the gas-discharge ceases again as a consequence
of the very low value of

e1 •

8. 3, 5. Now CP is charged again by

The second parallel-oscillation can not develop.

JE·

As before a new reiguition results in a new

first parallel-oscillation when again Ib

Id and UB = Ud are reached. In

this manner a large number of consecutive reignitions can occur,
8.3.6, The values Id and Ud are generally fairly constant during the entire unstable region. The time interval between two consecutive reiguitions has
only little influence on Id and Ud' However, the rate of increase of the
conductivity decreases considerably for longer time intervals after the
voltage Ud and the current Id have been reached,
For Id values ranging from 0,3 to 0,6 A and for Ud between 6 and 16 kV
were measured. The higher values of Ud we re essentially found with
small-oil-volume breakers. Ud in.::reases (somewhat) with contact-distance,
8,3,7. The circuit-current ~ can flow alternately either through CP or the gas-

discharge during the entire unstable period, Hence a mean-circuit-current
flows during this period through L t' It does not deviate much from a current which would flow through a continuous discharge (fig. 6,2,1),
8. 3, 8, Wilenever

~<

Id the transition to the high conductivity discharge is no

longer possible. Therefore reiguitions can only occur in the region
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To illustrate the above described behaviour figures 6.2.1, 8.2.1, 8.2.3
and 8. 5.1 may serve.
Paragraphs 8. 3.1 to 8. 3, 8 permit the following conclusions.
Since up to 200 J.IS aftera reiguition a new break-down can be initiated by
the residual current the time-constant 9

must be of the order of 100 J,tS.
2
Because Ud and Id often hardly vary within the same unstable region (irrespective of the time between two reignitions) rough dynamic discharge

characteristics of the form of fig. 8. 3. 2 can be deducted for this period.
Curve 1 is valid for an extremely fast restriking voltage. Curves 2 and 3
apply for restriking voltages of decreasing steepness. The second timeconstant 9 2 is responsible for the shift in these dynamic characteristics.

~.U•charo•

uB)

u·:r:. . . .,,,'
1

I

'

I

1

Residuair
current 1
region 1

Unstable
region

.._1
1

1

Are
~

Fig. 8.3.2.

Fig. 8.3.3.

Dynamic discharge charcc:teristics for
oil-breakers.

Residual-discharge c:harac:teristic:s for
various time-intervals befare the
restriking voltage starts.

Starting from a given time-constant g a number of quasi -statie charac2
teristics with time as parameter can be constructed for the residual discharge, see fig. 8. 3. 3. These characteristics would be foliowed if a stepvoltage would be applied at time ti' In equation (5. 5. -11):
-t./92
1
, the residual conductallee G is then a constant. The
Gb = G e
2
2
2
derivatives of these lines are given by

tg ai

(a:2

)t=ti

(8.3. -1)

In fact the voltage does not rise with an infinite rate. The actual course of
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voltage and current is shown in fig. 8,3,4, For highervalues

of~

the

energy input into the discharge is no Iongor negligible. The total energy
input into the residual discharge is
tr

Wr =

oj

(8.3. -2)

U B I d dt

As aresult the residual conductance G rises and the dynamic characteris2

tics bend towards the point Ud' Id following the dashed lines, After reiguition the energy stored in C is added to the gas column such that in total
p

the energy
(8.3.-3)

is dissipated in the discharge during the time td between two reignitions.
tr

10~·

4

)/1~

Fig. 8.3.4. Traces of voltage and current in the
region of conseculive reignilions.

~

Letting Ub = U and Ib

I at the instant of the current chop (due to the
0

0

transition from are- to glow-discharge) and assuming constant cooling
during the time interval of the reignition region then the criterion for a
new energy break-down is in first approximation
tr

j

0

UBibdt+ !cpu! =U0 I 0 td

(8,3,-4)

Measurements show indeed that this criterion is aoceptable.
(For example, when U

0

1500 V, I = 1.6 A, CP
0

and Id = 0,3 A, then
1
2

cp ud2

2
= 10- (J)

uorotd
Letting further

100

t

r

=!3

2400 td
t

d

(J)

200 pF, Ud

10000 V

and

2
) Id

(sec fig. 8.3.4)

one obtains
From (8. 3, -4) follows the time between two reignitions t d

~

5, 3 p.s.

This is a good average of the observed times.
An accurate check would bring about serious problems as regards meas-

uring technique because U

0

,

I

0

,

Ud and Id must be determined simultane-

ously, while also the active capacitance CP must be known.)
If condition (8. 3. -4) is fulfilled the mean temperature of the discharge

path wil! remain constant during the unstable period. This might explain
the regular behaviour of the discharge in this region. The repetition times
of reignitions are usually from 2 to 10 p.s. Generally t d will deercase with
decreasing current

IE because the steepness of the restriking voltage

decreases.
The main-circuit-oscillation can disturb the regularity of the pattern (sec
section 8, 5), As a result the time between two reignitions can increase to
tensof microseconds. But the new break-down still occurs for nearly the
same values of Ud and Id (see for example fig. 8,5.1) and also the dynamic characteristic of fig. 8, 3. 2 is foliowed again. The transition into the
discharge of high conductivi ty, however, is much slower. Therefore this
is certainly not an "ionization disturbed spark break-down" in the sense
of Edels' definition (see section 5. 3), although the high voltage and the relatively low current reminds one of a glow-discharge.
The number of reignitions which successively occur can be estimated
roughly as follows.
Assume the unstable 'region lasts from

IE = 1. 5 A to I B

0. 5 A. Then

with IB =In sin wnt the corresponding time interval is given by
(sin

.<l.t=

-1

' -1

- Slll

"'n

0 5
In

-'-)

(8. 3. -5)

For In> 1. 5 A this expression can be approximated by
.<l.t ~ _1_ sin-1
10

n

1
In

(8. 3. -6)

For the total number of reignitions N one finds then
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1

. -1

sm

~

(8.3, -7)

With a mean repetition time t d
f

n

5 p.s and an industrial frequency

50 cIs one obtains
I

n

N

3A

10 A

20 A

210

70

35

These values give an idea of the large number of reignitions which can
occur after a current chop.

,

8,4, Stabie passage through zero due to glow-discharge
For IB < Id the maximum Ud, Id of the dynamic Ub -Ib -characteristic
(fig. 8.3.2) cannot be reached any more. Apparently the condition
(8. 3. -4) can then no longer be fulfilled, in o.ther words the gas cools. For
sufficiently high voltage UB the discharge now transfers toa glow-discharge (5. 5' and 10.10' in fig. 8.1.1). The subsequent behaviour is then mainly determined by the elements of the main circuit (Un, L

8

and Lt ). In

effect the high resistance of the glow-discharge is now incorporated in the
circuit and the equivalent circuit assumes the simple form of fig. 8. 4.1.
Here the transition into a glow-discharge is simulated by opening of breakerBat the instant when IB =Id. All capacitances and the smaller selfinductances are neglected, because the high series resistance
(Rg ~ 20 000 Q) prevents high-frequency oscillations.

Before B is opened
u

(8.4.-1)

un cos wnt

(8.4. -2)
(8.4. -3)
When B is opened at the time t

=t 1 the

circuit equation becomes

d
(Ls + Lt)

With the initia! condition
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+. Rg I B = U n cos wn t

(8. 4. -4)

Fig. 8.4.1. Equivalent circuit for the glow·dischorge period.

un

it is found that

(8. 4. -5)

where
Z=

~ { Rg2 + "' n2 (L s

>/t =

tg

-1

w (L

n

2
+ Lg ) }

(8.4. -6)
(8,4. -7)

s + Lt)/ Rg

(8.4. -8)

The last term of solution (8,4. -5) gives a new steady-state with lower amplitude and less phase shift than before. The transition to this state follows a damped exponential function with time-constant

• When the cur-

rent during or after this transition passes through zero the discharge
ceases and this can bring about final interruption of the current.
The slope with which the current decays to zero follows from
diB)
( ~ t =t 1

un

= - Z wn sin ( wnt 1 - >/t) -

~ {rd

uzncos (wntl-.P>} (8,4,-9)

or more simply when cos "'n t 1 ~ - 1.
dl )
R
B
- - w I (1 + ___g_ I )
(~
n n
t=t Un
d
1

(8,4. -10)

Hence the transition to the new state of the discharge is coupled with a
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higher rate of current-decay which without transition would have been
equal to - w I . The difference is not great. For instanee , when
n n
20 000 n , Un = la 000 V2 Volts ' Id = 0.35 A the rate is

I dI
\ctt

B)

ng

(8.4. -11 )

t=t = -1.5 wn1n
1

(With the bulk-oil-breaker somewhat lower, with the small-volume oilbreaker somewhat higher values were found . )

-- ------1
o
Fig. 8.4.2. Steadily decoying curren! of glow-discharge
ofter rei gni tion-region.

-t

When the dynamic residual discharge transfers to a quasi-stable glow-discharge the current continues its natural course towards zero with a higher
ra te of decay, fig. 8 . 4 . 2. The character of a giow-discharge is evident
from the high discharg·e-voltag·e, which increases with the steadily decaying current,

see for example fig_ 8.1.2 and 8 .4.3. (In fig. 8 . 4 .3 the

higher ra te of decay of the cur-rent in the g-low - discharge reg'ion is neutralized by an inrush effect.)

_ _ _ 1!SkV
~.

_~A

~

Fig. 8.4.3.
Bulk-oil breaker, diagram 3, I '" 1.6 A (R.M.S.l
Reignition region and glow-dischorge.

Fig. 8.5.1.
Bulk·ail break.r, I =3.6 A ( R.M.S. ).
Influence of main-circuit-oscillotion on
residuol-current reignitions.

8 .5. The influenc e of the main-circuit-oscillation prior to curren t-zero
The regular pattern described in the pr ev ious sections is in general found
with a circuit according diagram 3 only. With circuits acco rding diagrams
1 and 2 main-circuit-oscillation is produced by repetitive reignitions

(seetions 7.3 to 7.5). As a result a component ofcurrent Ist and frequency
wst
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is superimposed on thE' circuit-currC'nt. Because the initial rate of

rise of the restriking voltage is direc t ly proportional to I B the repetition
frequency of the reignitions is modulated by the main-circuit-oscillation,
see fig. 8 . 5. 1.

Fig . 8.5.2. SIabie parI in Ihe roignition rogion and
definite current-chop due fa moin-circuit-

oscillation.

10

'1: currenl.chopping due 10 inslabilily·oscillalion
'2: start af main-circuit-oscillation

'3 : I b < Id ; starlof sIabie parI
' 4 : Ib > Id ; end of stabie part
t5 : Ib < Id ; starlof sIabie parI
'6 : delinjte current-zero
'7 : natural current-zero

"

Ib : current Ihrough Ihe discharge

'0: critical curren' for orc-

'0 glow-discharge transition

Id: level for re siduol-current-reignition .

Due to th is oscillation it may happen temporarily that I B < I d' i. e .during
about half a cycle of I st' Th en with in the unstable region a quasi-s tabl e
sec. occurs (fig. 8 . 5 . 2, t te t ). Such
4
3
st
stab ie por tions can be found in the oscillograms of fig. 8 . 5. 1 a nd 6.2.1.

portion lasting for appr.

w.,..

If the current to be interru pted is very small (a few amps) a numbe r of

quasi- stabie regions can occur in s uccession.
Finally, the current I

ca n be abruptly forced to zero by the main-circuitB
oscillation (fig. 8 . 5. 2, t to tG)' In section 7.4 (paragraph a) it is shown
5
that this can result in high overvoltages. Sometimes a small component
Ist is fow1d continuing in th e reg ion of the glow-dlscharge without much
influence on the interruption (fig. 8 . 5. :3).

Fig . 8. 5. 3. Moin-circuit-oscillotion continuing in ,he glow-disch:ug8 curre"'.
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8, 6. Reignitions after the definite current-zero.
W'hen IB steadily approaches zero the current interrupts simultaneously

in B, Ls and Lt. At that instant U B changes its direction, passes zero and
oscillates to and about the main voltage Un (see section 6. 3,equation
(6. 3. -1) and fig. 6. 3.1). Prior to the voltage-zero no new reiguition can

occur. This is region 5. 5' of fig. 8.1.1,
However, if IBis forced to zero by the main-circuit-oscillation, UB will
rise further towards the suppression peak Umax 1 (section 6. 3, equation
(6. 3. -4) and fig. 6, 3, 2), Before UB changes direction reiguitions can
occur. They arise from a residual current when Umax 1 is reached within
100 to 200

~o'S.

These reignitions not necessarily lead to interruption

failure because the direction of the restriking current is the same as before the chop (section 7,4, paragraph d). Hence a new zero of the current
must follow.
A favourable effect of these reiguitions is that they limit the voltages
Umax 1 and hence also Umax 2 • A disadvantage is that they increase again
the temperature of the discharge path. Since at the instant of the breakUn' the effective voltage can be relatively high, hence the energy of the first parallel-oscillation is large.
Therefore it is impossible to state definitely and in a general way whether
current-chopping due to main-ëircuit-oscillation has a favourable or unfavourable influence on interruption.
After the voltage has passed through zero a reiguition can only occur after

I UB I has become larger than

lumax 1

1•

The behaviour of the discharge

is now less regular than before because during the relatively long pause
of current flow the gas column between the cantacts has become less homogeneous with respect to temperature and composition. On successive
tests under identical conditions of circuit and timing the first reiguition
after the voltage zero can therefore be sametimes either of a dielectric
nature (fig. 8,6,1) or arise from a residual current (fig. 8.6.2).
In case of a dielectric break-down the first parallel-oscillation induces

rapid heating of the discharge-channel. The energy !cpu; is large because the dielectric break-down voltage is much higher than the voltage
at which thermal break-down is initiated (fig. 8. 6,1: Ud = 25 kV, fig.
8.6.2: ud =

w.s kV).

After the first parallel-oscillation the core of the discharge ceases again,
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Fig. 8.6.1.
Sma"·ail ·valume breaker, I = 10.8 A (R.M.S.).
Dielectric break· down ofter zero of the current.
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Fig. 8.6.7.

Small·ail.valume breaker, I =10.8 A (R.M . S.).
Residuol-current break-down ofter zero
the current.

The mechanism follows the same sequence as desc ribe d in pa r. 8 .3.4.
A small residual conductivity rema ins here too. As a result of the voltage
difference between U and Ut' C is being charged again. Therefore the
s
p
voltage rises rather fast. Hence rapidly new reignitions can föllow, but
now generally after a residual current and thus a t a lower voltage than was
necessary for the first reignition. The second parallel-oscillation is not
observed because the discharge channel ceases too quickly.
lf the first re ignition occurs af ter a residual current the break-down is

much slower. Hence no first parallel-oscillation can develop, but the beginning of the second is observed (fig. 8 .6.2). Again the current is forced
towards a low value. Subsequent reignitions aris e in the same manner as
af ter a dieelectric break -down.
In both cases the pattern of the reignitions is somewhat more irregular

than prior to zero.
Due to repetitive reignitions a mean-circuit-current in agreement with
paragraph 8.3.7 can flow again. If this current exceeds the value of 10 a
stabie discharge is possible again. Then interruption at the current-zero
under consideration has failed (end of 7.7', fig. 8 .1.1).
If the current to be interrupted is very small (a few amps) the mean-cir-

cuit-current cannot rise sufficiently fast to cause a long series of repetiti ve reignitions. After the difference between Us and Ut has been reduced
to a low value the reignitions cease until this voltage difference is again
sufficiently large for a new break-down. Fig. 8.4.3 is a typical example.
It shows three bursts of reignitions which do not lead to interruption

failure.
8.7. The influence of the main -circuit-oscillation after current-zero.
As before the main-circuit-oscillation disturbs the regular pattem of
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or

reignitions af ter curtent-zero (unless diagram 3 is a pplied). This results
sometimes in the excitation of series of reignitions in the rhythm of thes e
oscillations (fig. 8 .7.1 and 7.4.6). During a positive amplitude of lst a
stabIe arc can occur temporarily (lb > 10 ) which ceases again when the
current decays (I < 1 ),
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Fig . 8.7.7.
Small·ail·valume breaker, 1= 10.8 A (R.M.S.).

Reignitions end moin-circuit-osciIJotion

Alternately changing polority of reignitions.

ofter current-zero.

This occurs twice at 10 = 1. 8 A in fig. 8.7.1. The reafter I b remains larger
than 10' Subsequently the main-circuit-oscillation is damped out and the
steady -state circuit current remains only. At this current- zero interruption failed. The transition into a s tabIe arc is each time via a second pa rallel-oscillation.
Here too the main-circuit-oscil!ation can hav e favourable as wel! as unfavourable influence. Favourable in th e sense that again and ag'ain paus es of
zero current are forced and the restri king voltage across the breaker decays at the beginning of each pause (see section 7.4). Unfavourable in the
sense that the steepne ss of the restriking current is very much higher than
that of the steady -state current by itself. There fore a considerable amount
of ene rgy is pumped again into the discharge path during a series of reignitions. When the restriking voltage rises during a current pause a ne w series of r e ignitions is easily initiated by th e residua l current. It is even possible that a series of reignitions of negative polarity occurs temporarily
because the decaying restriking voltage has passed sufficiently far beyond
the z ero line. Fig. 8.7.2 shows a typical example of this phenomenon.
At last the restriking voltage during the current pause becomes steeper ,
depending on the increase of the amplitude of Ist' s ee section 7.4, para-
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Fig. 8.7.1.
Small-ail·valume breaker, I =10.8 A (R.M.S. ),

graphs a, b en d. This is clearly shown on fig. 8 .7.1.
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CHAPTER 9

INTERRUPTION OF INDUCTIVE CIRCUITS WITH AIR-BLAST
BREAKERS

9.1. The interruption-cycle.
In fig. 9,1,1, 9.1. 2 and 9.1. 3 complete interruption-cycles are given for

currents of 3. 6 A, 18 A and 60 A (R. M. S.) respectively. These oscillograms show an entirely different pattem than those obtained with allbreakers. This is due to the following differences in the behaviour of the
discharge.
a. The movement of the discharge is more pronounced especially for
small currents.
b. The discharge voltage is much higher.
c. Themaintime-constant 9

is much larger ( !:::11!-is).
1
d. The second time constant 9 2 is much smaller.
e. The residual conductivity is much larger.
f. The pronounced influence of the transition are- to glow-discharge is
missing.

These facts result for the lower currents to be interrupted in less reproducible oscillograms. On the other hand successive tests showed remarkable reproducibility when currents of 60 A (R. M. S.) were interrupted.
(Compare for example fig. 9,1,4 and 9,1. 5 which were recorded in succession.) On a number of repetitive tests the pressure in the air tank
varies considerably. As a result the contact speed as well as the cooling
of the discharge vary leading to a considerable modification of the pattem
of the interruption-cycle.
(All records of 60A-tests were obtained with a circuit according to fig.
2.2.2 excepting a short-circuit on the secondary terminals of the transfarmer on the loadside. Then Lt << L a..TJ.d therefore no main-circuit8

oscillation can be excited. )

9. 2. Current-chopping and reigniti,ons.
With air-blast breakers current-chopping occurs for small instantaneous
values of current Ib in the same manner as with oil-breakers. As before
current-chopping is initiated by an instability-oscillation of frequency "'i
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Fig. 9.1.1.

Air-blast break er, I =3.6 A (R.M. S.).

FI g. ?1 .2.

Air- ~I

s t breaker, I

~

18 A (R.M.S. ).

COl11plele I n ferruption-cycl e.

Compl e te interruption-cycle.

Biii+iiO~4"V

- - -.......-----.....iii
U..

I

Fig. 9.1.3.

Air-bla st breaker, I =60 A (R .M. S.).

Air- bic>! bro nk cr I ~60 A (R .M.S.I.

Fi g. 1.1.4.

Co mple te int err upti on -c ycle.

Instobi lil y-o ci !lot ion , r ei gn ltio;lS onJ fill ol
CurrenT- z ero .

Fig.9.1.5

Identieol conditions os fig. 9.1.4. These tw o
figures were recorded in succession.
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Fig. 9. 2. 1.

Air-blast breoke" 1= 60 A (R.M.S.).
InSlobilily osci l l otion ond reignjfjons .

and increasing amplitude.
In contradistinction to the oil-breaker sudden current chops are seldom,
although the amplitude of the current increases it does not quite reach the
zero value. The instability-oscillation flows more or less steadily over
into a pattern of thermal reignitions. These thermal reignitions occur so
slowly that the first parallel-oscillation can not or hardly occur. After a
series of thermal reignitions the zero line is frequently approached closely. Then the residual conductivity has nearly vanished and the restrik:ing
voltage rises quickly to a high value (section 6. 3). If then a new breakdown occurs it is always of a dielectric nature. In this case a highly conductive discharge channel is formed rapidly and consequently the first as
wellas the second parallel-oscillation can be excited. This is always
followed by main-circuit-oscillation provided the circuit permits it. Fig.
9. 2.1 is an example of these phenomena while fig. 9.1. 4 and 9.1. 5 show
also the instability-oscillation, thermal reignitions, dielectric break-down
and the secoud parallel-oscillation. The first parallel-oscillation can be
faintly seen in the voltage trace. (The main-circuit-oscillation cannot
develop in this circuit. )
Insection 4.2 it is stated that the discharge in the air-blast breaker is in
continued motion. The irregular pattern of the voltage and (for low instantaneous values of Ib) also of the current is caused particularly by frequent
alternating elongations and break-downs over a smaller distance. These
break-downs are independent of the value of Ib and are clearly of a dielectric nature. Rapidly a new highly conductive discharge-path is formed.
Because prior to the break-down the voltage has risen toa high value
break-down is followed always by a first parallel-oscillation ( w

P1

), a

secoud parallel-oscillation ( "'pz) and, if circuitry permits also by a maincircuit-oscillation ( "'st>• Often the secoud parallel-oscillation lasts for
a long time. It is conceivable that the oscillation-circuit concerned is excited by aerodynamic disturbances.
All these variations together are the reasou that neither a or K (il:). equa-

e 1 and e 2 remain constant. It is to
be expected that for a short length of the discharge a is larger than for a

tion 4.3. -1) nor the time constauts

longer discharge column, because the influence of clougation is relatively
much more pronounced in the first case. On the other hand it is obvious
that a shorter are is more difficult to interrupt, hence the time constant
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e 1 can be larger in this case.
A rough indication of the order of magnitude of e

1

is obtained as before

from the fact that the current of the secoud parallel-oscillation aftera dielectric break-down (i.e. at a short are length) can pass the zero line
withoutchopping(seee.g. fig. 9.2.1, 9,1.4, 9.1.5and7,2), Ontheother
hand instability-oscillation always leads to current-chopping.

o. 2 Mc/s. In agreement with equation (8,2, -1) the order of magnitude of e 1 is estimated from
In the circuits considered f

p2

~

0.4 Mc/s while f. 2:
l

(9. 2. -1)

or
o.63< e

1

<1.25

p.s

These simplified considerations permit the conclusion:
The first time-constant e of the discharge in the air1
blast breaker is of the order of 1 p.s for instantancons
currents of 3 to 4 A.
This result is in good agreement with Rizk' s direct measurements of timeconstants in a model of an air-blast breaker. He found a variation from
0.6 to l.l#S at 20 to 90 A (see section 5,4).
It was found impossible to obtain from our records a clear indication of

e 2 , because never a voltage zero was foliowed by a residual-current reignition. Also with the air-blast breaker (see e.g. fig.

the magnitude of

7. 4. 5 ) lasting series of residual-current reignitions can occur. Here
every time new energy is added to the discharge path such that the residual conductivity is maintained as was described for the oil-breaker (section
8,3), The impression is gained that e2 is highly variabie and is perhaps
of the order of 5 to 10 p.s.

9. 3. The influence of the main -circuit-oscillation.
In suitable circuits main-circuit-oscillation is continually initiated by the

motion of the discharge. It amplifies the irregular pattem of the current
trace at smalUnstantaneous values ofthe current, Due to the main -circuitoscillation the steepness of the current varies continually and the instability criteria can be satisfied frequently. But for the same reason instability-
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Fig. 9.3.1.

Air·blast breaker, 1=3.6 A.
Influence

or main~circuit-oscillati::':;li

~,:.fcre

ond ofter currcnt-chopping.

osc tllari ons do nol a lways le ad to CW'r ent-chopp ing , rr s they occ u.r in th e
rhythm of th c main-circuit-osci llation (fig. 9. 3.1, first 600!J.s and fig .
7. 4.5 ). L ike in the oil -b l'cake!' these os c iliations c an force a cu rre nt-z e r o,
fol loweo by high overvolLages (par:1gr aph 7 . 4 . a ). T he restr iking vol tage has
again :1 r alher low in ilia l i'ale of ri s e det e r m ined m ai nly by Is and
be cau s e now I

'
s
rca ches zero simul L.meously in tbe breaker and the paralw

B
I ! ca pac ita.nc e . Sinc e in the air-bla s t urea keL' the s e cond ti me -constrmt

is s mal! an eventual r e ignition must be of die iectric nature . However,
2
(fo l" rhe ia r ge r cO IHac t - distan c es ) the dielectric b r eak - down voltage can

9

be h igh . Thc res trik in g voltages aftel' current-chopping a r e therefore also
much higher in a i r - blast lJ r eake rs than in oil-br eaJ,' r s. However , tbe
r e:1s on is not due to cur rcnt-chopping as

:1 l' C SUlt

of i.n stabil ity . but due to

mai n - c ircui t -osc i!13tion. On cu rre nt -chopping afte l" instab il i ly-oscilla tion th l! .'at c of r ise of Lh e re sl r iking ol tag'e of UlC c ircuits L-w e stigated
w~ s

ahv;>,y s very mu ch ilig·hel' . The re ignition s we l'e therefore ini t iated at

lower voltages. Eac h diele c tr ic b r e ak -clown is fo ll o wed ugain by a llrs t
a nc! a second pa r a lle l -oscilla tion and half a cycle of the main - circuit os c illalion (fi g. 9.3.1 an d 7. 2).
Rcigrlitions af ter tbt.: zero value of the load cu r rent I t (see paragraph
7. 4 .6) were

o l.lse ~· vcd in

thc a ir-bla sllJ r e ake r onI , when th e contac t sepa -

I':'\Uon was timed shortLy befo r e th

zero .

i.".

fo t' small contac t gaps. In

this crrse the main - circuit -oscillalion fO l"Ce S tb e c u rren t to zero a guin, and
mO l·co .... e r

n~s u lts in

high o \'e n'oltages which lead to break - down fo r shor t

contact -dista.nces.
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CHAPTER 10

INTERRUPTION OF INDUCTIVE CIRCUITS WITH
LOAD-BREAK SWITCHES

10,1. The interruption-cycle.
The contactsof the load-break switch under test are located within a
narrow interrupting chamber with walls made from plastic material (nylon or teflon based), During the interruption process thc discharge develops gas from the plastic which in turn increases the pressure and
favours interruption. On interruption of small currents, however, this
mechanism is of little effect. Hence a number of cycles is passed before
interruption succeeds. Fig. 10,1,1 shows a portion of an interruptioncycle at a current of 10 A (R, M. S. ). Characteristic of the behaviour of
the load-4Jreak switch is:
a. Jnitially the are voltage is low, but rises to a high value for large
contact gaps.
b. The time-constants

e 1 and e 2 are

very large.

c. The transition residual-to are-discharge is often very slow.

10,2. Current-chopping and reignitions.
Since

e 1 is very large no instability-oscillation with resulting current-

chop can occur. However, at very low instantaneous values the current
can be chopped by are motion. This motion becomes important when the
moving contact has left already the arcing chamber. The high discharge
voltage at large contact gapscan also advance the current-zero somewhat.
Because bere current-chopping is not dominant the current-zero is not
followed by a high overvoltage. Therefore reignitions prior to the zero
of the restriking voltage have never been observed. The restriking voltage is determined by equation (6. 3. -2) and can at most reach 2Un +U

0

(equatîon 6. 3. -3).
With the switch tested residual-current reignitions were found exclusively. These were observed as late as 1000 to 2500

JJ.S

after current-zero

(fig. 10. 2,1). Detailed records of the region around current-zero show
that this is nota normal glow-discharge, because the residual discharge
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Fi g. IO. 1.1.

Lood- breek switch.

J

=10 A (R.M.S.) .

Fig.10 .2. 1.

Lood-breok switch, 1= 60 A (R.M .S.).

Portian of on inferruption - cycle.

Residuol-current-reignition 16001-'5 oher
curre nt -z ero.

100 •

Fi g. 10.2.2.

Lood-break switc h. 1= 10 A (R. M.S.I.

Fig.10 .2.3.

Residuol- current rei gni tions ond new

Lood-breok sw itch, I =IOA (R. M.S.) .
Residuo l-cu rrent without tran si ti on inta

current-zeros due to moin-cir cu it-oscillotion.

Fi g_10.2 . ~.

Lood-breok switch, 1= 10 A (R .M.S. ).

Fig . 10.3.1

Lood-breok swi tch, 1=1.5 A (R. M.S.).

Residuo l-cu rrent - reigni tion, foll owed by

Succe ss ful interruption due to moin-circuit-

second pa rall e l- osci llation ond moi n-

osei Iloti on.

ei rcuit- os e; I lotion.
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On

arc.

has a positive characteristic. This can be concluded from the oscillograms fig. 10.2.2, 10.2,3 and 10.2,4, which were recorded under identical conditions. Fig. 10. 2. 2 shows that the current at an instantaneous
value of appr. 0. 5 A has a somewhat accelerated decay (begin of the oscillogram), but does not completely reach zero. As aresult of the increased rate of decay of the current the voltage rises still somewhat before it changes direction.
In all three records the residual current lags the voltage till the instant

of reiguition (increasing current at decreasing voltage). Fig. 10. 2. 3
shows tlie critical situation where the residual current increases initially despite decreasing voltage but nevertheless no break-down occurs.
The break-downs are so slow that no first parallel-oscillations can
arise (just as with the air-blast breaker). However, a second paralleloscillation is found. Frequently it is highly damped as shown in fig.
10.2.2, but somatimes the oscillation is violent, e.g. in fig.10,2.4.

10. 3. The influence of the main-circuit-oscillation.
Circuitry permitting the main-circuit-oscillation arises again after the
second parallel-oscillation. As aresult the current through the switch
decays to zero and can chop. The residual discharge lasts for a long time
(large value of the second time-constant

e 2 ) similar as with the oil-

breaker. As a consequence a number of successive residual-currentreignitions are easily excited, which produce repeatedly are-discharges
wellover half cycles of the main-circuit-oscillation (fig.10.2,2). When
the steady-state current Istat' equation (7. 3.10), has risen sufficiently
so that always IB > 0 , then interruption fails and the main-circuitoscillation is damped out. This situation is found after each currentzero on fig. 10.1.1. Especially for small currents to be interrupted,
i.e. slowly rising I stat' repetitive current-zeros due to main-circuitoscillation can still result in successful interruption. Fig. 10. 3.1 shows
a typical example of this.
From this figure it can also be seen that the current after a reiguition
can pass the zero line. This situation is critica!: under apparently identical c•Jnditions I B can pass the zero line or can be chopped as well. Here
the observed frequency of the main -circuit-osclllation was appr. 7. 2
kc/s. From this a rough indication of the order of magnitude of
be obtained.
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e 1 can

Equation (8. 2. -1) beoomes now

e 1 ~ 2 7fwst
and with wst = 2 1r x 7200 is found:

(10. 3. -1)

e1

~

35 p.s.
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CHAPTER 11

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this thesis a survey and explanation is given of the many cooperative

phenomena which can occur during interruption of small inductive currents (1. 5 A - 60 A, R. M. s.) with high voltage circuit-breakers. The
study is based on the manner in which these phenomena are shown in
the current through and the voltage across the breaker.
11.1. Current-chopping.
Current-chopping can be produced in a variety of ways as there are:
motion of the discharge, electrical instahilities, main -circuit -oscillation and transition from are to glow-discharge. Electrical instability
is determined by the discharge-characteristic Ub
time-constant

=

f (Ib)' the first

e 1 of the discharge and the circuit in the direct vicinity

of the breaker.
The discharge-characteristic and the time-constant

e 1 are dependent

on length and heat-extraction of the discharge and thus likewise on
motion of the discharge.
The inherent capacitances and inductances of the breaker and lts direct
vicinity can have great influence on the chopping level. Stability theories are based on mathematica! models of the discharge in which the
characteristic and the time-constant are considered to be constant.
Therefore these theories can only be checked experimentally when it
can be shown at the same time that these conditions are fulfilled. In
general this will be not so in high voltage circuit-breakers.
The transition from are to glow-discharge can lead to instability and
current-chopping in oil-breakers at .a critica! current: 1. 3 ~ I

0

~

2A.

This current-limit depends on the temperature in the axis of the discharge and therefore is a function of pressure in the discharge and to
a certain degree also of contact-distance.
11.2. Restriking voltage after

current-ch~

On current-chopping as aresult of main-circuit-oscillation the currents

through the discharge and through lts parallel-capacitance chop at the
same time, Then the initial rate of rise of the restriking voltage is
determined by the feeder-circuit. Moreover, the possible amplitude is
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given by the interrupted circuit. After the current chop the voltage
initially decays and afterwards rises to reach a high value, called suppression peak.
On current-chopping due to any of the other reasons mentioned only the
current through the discharge is chopped. The circuit-current can
initially continue through the parallel-capacitance. This capacitance is
usually very small and therefore very high rates of rise of the restriking voltage can be produced. At the instant of current-chopping
the voltage across the breaker is already high and hereafter rises
further to the suppresion peak.
Aftera current-zero without chopping the voltagedecays, changes polarity and oscillates to the recovery voltage (main voltage). In this case no

excessive steepness or amplitude of the restriking voltage occur.

11. 3. The discharge.
For a complete description of the behaviour of the breaker near current-zero the following properties of the discharge have to be. considered:
a. The discharge characteristic Ub
b. The first time-constant

f (lb).

e 1 with which the high conductivity in the

axis of the discharge disappears.

e 2 with which the lower conductivity of
the residual hot gas-column decreases.

c. The second time-constant

d. The speed with which a residual discharge can transfer into a new
low-impedance discharge under the influence of a rising restriking
voltage.
Forshort time-intervals (some tensof micro-seconds) the discharge
characteristic can be approximated by the expression Uifb = K. The
constants K and a are strongly dependent on the length and the motion
of the discharge. In a relatively still discharge in oil

a~ 1.

During

violent motion of the are a rises to a high value. In the air-blast
breaker a varied between 0. 5 5 a

~

6.

From the various oscillations occurring during interruption an im-

e1 and e 2:

pression is obtained of the order of magnitude of
oil-breakers
air-blast breaker
load-break switch

1

e ~0.lp.S

1 p.S
30 llS

e2

~

1oo p.s

5
1000

j.tS

p.s
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e 2 is a measure for the time-interval in which reignitions after a residual current are still possible. The speed of reThe time-constant

ignition not only depends on the restriking voltage but also on the time
elapsed since the preceding low-impedarice discharge has extinguished.
In' the oil-breaker residual-current reignitions of dielectric break-

down type are still possible after appr. 10 p.s. After a longer time the
transition proceeds more slowly and can require up to some tens of
microseconds. In the air-blast breaker and load-break switch residualcurrent reignitions arise slower than in the oil-breakers. The minimum
time lag was of the order of 1 p.s in both cases.
Duringa dielectric break-down a highly conductive discharge is induced within a very short time. In this case the rate of rise of restriking current is determined by the parallel circuit (C , L ) of the breaker.
p p
Then rates of rise of 10 000 A/p.s are possible.
When a number of reignitions rapidly sneeeed each other a "meancireuit-current" is maintained through souree and load. This current
flows alternately either through the discharge or the parallel-capacitance CP.

11.4. The restriking current.
In the circuits investigated the following oscillations in the restriking

current could be distinguished: first parallel-oscillation, second parallel-oscillation and ma in -circuit-oscillation. Amplitude and frequency of both parallel-oscillations are governed firstly by stray capacitances and selfinductances in the immediate vicinity of the breaker,
secondly by the way they are located in the eircuit due to earthing, The
main-circuit-oscillation depends on the selfinductarlces and capacitances of feeder side and load side and also on the location of earthing.
These oscillations together determine the energy-mput into the discharge-path immediately after reignition. Moreover they cause new
current-zeros which can result in new current chops. It is impossible

to state generally whether their influence on interruption is predominantly favourable or unfavourable.
11. 5. The circuits.
Dependent on the location of carthing three single-phasecircuits were
investigated and compared with three-phase circuits. Earthing between
souree and load is most representative for the three-phase condition.
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However, this circuit involves measuring difficulties because both terminals of the braaker arealive during interruption, It was shown that
aarthing between braaker and load gives no essential dUferences in
comparison with three-phase circuits. The same oscillations may occur,
Earthing between souree and braaker prevent main-circuit-oscillation.
Therefore this single-phase circuit has entirely different properties
than the three-phase circuit.

11. 6. Conclusions with respect to circuit-braaker testing.
In this thesis the great influence of the circuit on the mechanism of

interruption of small inductive currents is shown. In general too little
attention is paid to this aspect. The literature dealing with this subject
gives little detailed information about circuitry and earthing.
In short-circuit testing stations, among other things, the ability of a

braaker to interrupt small inductive currents should be checked. But
here the composition of the circuit is as shown of essential importance.
Apparently small modifications may have great consequences. Therefore one may wonder what value can be attached to the results of such
tests, taking into account that it is usually not known in what circuit
the breaker finally will be erected.
In order to be able to execute adequate and comparable tests further

investigations particularly of circuits occurring in service is neces sary. This should lead to determination of standarized test-circuits for
which not only the main elements (source, load and connections), but
also the data of additional quantities (active capacitances and inductances) and the location and way of aarthing should be prescribed. Then
the only justified criterion should be that one and the same breaker
must show the same interruption-cycle in each laboratory provided
the circumstances of timing and measuring techniques are identical. It
goes without saying, that such a standardization on an international
level would bring about serious difficulties.
(Also in the investigation of short-circuit interruption there
is great need for comparable circuits. Upon suggestion of the
"Current-Zero Club" Cassie and Rieder [51] made up a list
of all circuit data to be reported in publications on this subject. This list is so extensive, that determination of the listed
data often will require much more time than the performance
of the short-circuit tests in itself, In this field standardization
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of the test-circuits would also bring about essential advantages.
The difficulties, however, areherestill more serious because
the sourees and loads are much more voluminous and expensive,)
Also the measuring techniques used during investigations in the field of
interruption of small inductive currents require great attention. Because
of the importance of the active parallel-capacitance of the breaker voltage-dividers with small self-capacitance (

~

25 à 50 pF) must be ap-

plied. The primary resistors of the divider should have a high total
5
value ( ~ 10 !1 /kV). For basic research the current through the breaker can only be accurately measured directly at the location of the
breaker-terminal. Measuring devices which are added to the circuit
on this spot should have a low impedance (R
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1 à 2 !1, L

~

0,1 ,uH).
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SAMENVATTING
In deze dissertatie wordt een overzicht en een verklaring gegeven van de

fenomenen die optreden tijdens het onderbreken van kleine induktieve stromen (1. 5 A - 60 A eff) door hoogspanningsschakelaars. Hierbij wordt uitgegaan van de wijze waarop deze verschijnselen tot uiting komen in de stroom
door de schakelaar en de spanning over de schakelaar.

1.
Stroombreking kan een gevolg zijn van de boogbewegingen, van elektrische
instabiliteit, van de hoofdcircuit-oscillatie en van de overgang van boogontlading in glimontlading.
De elektrische instabiliteit wordt bepaald door de Ub - Ib - karakteristiek,
de eerste tijdconstante

e 1 van de

ontlading en door het circuit in de omge-

ving van de schakelaar.
De krrakteristiek en de tijdconstante e zijn afhankelijk van de lengte en de
1
koeling van de ontlading en dus tevens van de boogbeweging.
In de circuits kunnen de inherente capaciteiten en zelfindukties van de scha-

kelaar en zijn direkte omgeving van belangrijke invloed zijn op de stroombreking.
Stabiliteitstheorieën gaan uit van mathematische modellen van de ontlading
waarbij de karakteristiek en de tijdconstante als constanten worden beschouwd.
Ze kunnen daarom slechts experimenteel getoetst worden, wanneer tegelijk
wordt aangetoond, dat deze onderstelling juist is. Dat zal in het algemeen
in hoogspanningsschakelaars niet het geval zijn.
In de olieschakelaars leidt de overgang van de boogontlading naar de glim-

ontlading tot instabiliteit en stroombreking bij een kritische stroomsterkte:
1, 3:::; I :::; 2 A. Deze grensstroom hangt samen met de temperatuur in de as
0

van de ontlading en is daarom afhaukelijk van de druk in de ontlading en tot
zekere hoogte ook van de contact-afstand.

2.
Bij stroombreking ten gevolge van hoofdcircuit-oscillatie onderbreekt de
stroom door ontlading en parallel-capaciteit gelijktijdig. De aanvangssteilheid van de wederkerende spanning wordt dan bepaald door het voedende
circuit, de mogelijke amplitude door het onderbroken circuit. Na de stroom-
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breking daalt de spanning aanvankelijk, om vervolgens toe te nemen eventueel tot een zeer hoge waarde, de bluspiek,
Bij strooll)breking door één van de overige onder 1. genoemde oorzaken
onderbreekt alleen de stroom door de gasontlading. De circuitstroom handhaaft zich in eerste instantie door de parallelcapaciteit. Deze capaciteit is
doorgaans zeer klein zodat hieruit zeer steile wederkerende spanningen
kunnen ontstaan. De spanning over de schakelaar is al hoog op het ogenblik
van stroombreking en stijgt hierna verder tot de bluspiek.
Na een stroomnuldoorgang zonder breking daalt de spanning, keert van polariteit om en slingert in naar de netspanning, In dit geval ontstaan geen
extreme steilheden of amplituden.
3.

De ontladingen •
Voor een volledige beschrijving van het gedrag van de schakelaar in de
omgeving van de nuldoorgang dienen de volgende eigenschappen mede te
worden overwogen:
a, De,ontladingskarakteristiek ub

= f (~).

e1 , waarmede de hoge geleidbaarheid in de
as van de ontlading verdwijnt.

b, De eerste tijdconstante

c. De tweede tijdconstante

e2 ,

waarmede de lagere geleidbaarheid van

de resterende hete gaskolom afneemt.
d, De snelheid waarmede een restontlading onder invloed van een
wederkerende spanning weer kan overgaan in een nieuwe ontlading
met kleine impedantie.
Voor korte tijden (enkele tientallen microseconden) kan de ontladingskarakteristiek als kwasi-statisch worden beschouwd en worden benaderd door de

Ib

uitdrukking ub
K.
Hierin zijn K en a sterk afhankelijk van de lengte en de beweging van de
ontlading. Bij een rustige ontlading in olie is

a Rl 1. Bij intensieve boog-

beweging neemt a sterk toe. In de luchtdrukschakelaar varieerde a tussen
0, 5 S a S 6.

Uit de optredende oscillaties werd een indruk verkregen van de grootte
orde van

e1 en e2 :

olieschakelaars
luchtdrukschakelaar
lastscheider
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e 2 RllOO p.s
5 p.S
1000 p.S

De tijdconstante

e2 is een maat voor de tijd waarin nog herontstekingen uit

een reststroom mogelijk zijn. De snelheid waarmede deze herontstekingen
verlopen hangt niet alleen af van de wederkerende spanning, maar ook van de
tijd die sedert de voorafgaande ontlading met kleine impedantie is verstreken,
In de olieschakelaar kunnen nog na ca 10 p,s reststroom-herontstekingen ont-

staan die het karakter van een diëlektrische doorslag hebben. Na langere tijd
komt de overgang trager tot stand en kan meerdere tientallen microseconden vergen. In de luchtdrukschakelaar en in de lastscheider ontstaan de reststroom-herontstekingen langzamer dan in de olieschakelaar. Voor beide gevallen is de minimale opbouwtijd van de orde van 1 J.LS,
Bij een diëlektrische doorslag wordt een ontlading met hoge geleidbaarheid
zeer snel opgebouwd. Na de herontsteking wordt de steilheid van de wederkerende stroom bepaald door het parallelcircuit CP, LP.

Hierbij komen steil-

heden voor tot 10.000 A/ J.LS.
Wanneer een aantal herontstekingen snel achtereen optreedt, handhaaft zich
een "gemiddelde circuitstroom" door de voedingsbron en de belasting. Deze
vloeit om beurten door de ontlading en de parallelcapaciteit.
4.

De wederkerende stroom.
In de onderzochte circuits konden de oscillaties in de wederkerende stroom

worden onderscheiden in de eerste parallel-oscillatie, de tweede paralleloscillatie en de hoofdcircuit-oscillatie.
De amplitude en frequentie van de beide parallel-oscillaties zijn bepaald
door toevallige capaciteiten en zelfindukties in de omgeving van de schakelaar en de wijze waarop deze door de aarding in het circuit zijn opgenomen.
De hoofdcircuit-oscillatie is afhankelijk van de zelfindukties en capaciteiten
van de voedingazijde en de belasting en van de wijze van aarding.
Deze oscillaties bepalen de energie die direkt na een heronsteking in de ontladingsbaan kan worden gebracht. Ze kunnen bovendien nieuwe stroomnuldoorgangen en daardoor stroombreking veroorzaken. Men kan niet algemeen
vaststellen of hun invloed op de onderbreking overwegend gunstig of ongunstig is.
5.

De circuits,
Afhankelijk van de plaats van aarding werden drie enkelfasige beproevingscircuits onderzocht en met driefasen-schakelingen vergeleken. Aarding tussen voeding en belasting geeft een circuit dat het meest representatief is
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voor de situatie in driefasen-netten. Dit circuit geeft echter grote meettechnische moeilijkheden, omdat beide zijden van de schakelaar op hoogspanningsniveau blijven. Het kan worden aangetoond, dat aarding tussen schakelaar en belasting geen principiële verschillen met de driefasen situatie oplevert, Bij aarding tussen voeding en schakelaar ontstaat praktisch geen
hoofdcircuit-oscillatie. Dit laatste circuit heeft daarom geheel andere eigenschappen dan de driefasen-schakelingen,
6.

Conclusies ten aanzien van de beproeving van schakelaars.
Uit dit proefschrift blijkt de grote invloed die het circuit heeft op het mechanisme van de onderbreking van kleine induktieve stromen. In beproevingslaboratoria waar een beslissende uitspraak wordt gedaan over de geschiktheid van een schakelaar voor het onderbreken van kleine induktieve stromen
is de samenstelling van het circuit daarom van eminente betekenis, Ogenschijnlijk kleine wijzigingen kunnen grote gevolgen hebben. Men kan zich dan
ook terecht afvragen, welke waarde gehecht moet worden aan de resultaten
van dergelijke beproevingen, waarbij doorgaans niet bekend is in welke schakeling de schakelaar uiteindelijk zal worden opgesteld.
Om toch adequate en vergelijkbare beproevingen te kunnen uitvoeren is nadere
bestudering van de praktisch voorkomende circuits noodzakelijk. Dit zou
moeten leiden tot het vaststellen van genormaliseerde beproevings-circuits
waarvan niet alleen de hoofdelementen (voedingsbron, belasting en verbindingen), maar ook de secundaire grootheden (werkzame capaciteiten en zelfindukties) en de plaats en wijze van aarding moeten worden beschreven. Het
enig juiste criterium zou hierbij zijn, dat één en dezelfde schakelaar in elk
laboratorium onder dezelfde omstandigheden van programmering en meetmethoden eenzelfde uitschakelcyclus zou moeten vertonen.
Ook de meetmethoden vereisen grote aandacht. Omdat de werkzame parallelcapaciteit van de schakelaar van belang is, dienen spanningsdelers met een
geringe eigen-capaciteit(::::; 25 à 50 pF) te worden toegepast. De primaire
deler-weerstanden moeten tezamen een hoge waarde hebben ( ~ 106 0/kV).
Voor fundamenteel onderzoek kan de stroom door de schakelaar alleen direkt
aan de schakelaar nauwkeurig worden bepaald. Meetapparaten die op deze
plaats in het circuit worden gebracht dienen een zeer lage. impedantie
(R::::; 1 à 2
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Q,

L::::;o, 1 ~tH) te bezitten.

·STELLINGEN

1, Na het onderbreken van magnetiseringsstromen van spanningstransformatoren
in hoogspanningsnetten kunnen extreem grote transiënte stromen ontstaan.
Men zou dit verschijnsel "spanningsbreking" kunnen noemen.
2. Bij het uitschakelen van hoogspannings-railsystemen door vermogens-schakelaars met capacitieve spanningssturing ontstaat gevaar voor thermische vernieling van de spanningstransformatoren ten gevolge van subharmonische
ferroresonantie, tenzij ook de stroom door de stuurcapaciteiten wordt onderbroken.
3. In tegenstelling tot de gangbare mening kunnen in railsystemen waarbij de
beide buitengeleiders in één vlak met en op gelijke afstand van de binnengeleider zijn opgesteld, tijdens driefasensluitingen grotere elektro-dynamische
krachten optreden dan tijdens tweefasensluitingen.
4. Bij het berekenen van de elektro-dynamische krachten in railsystemen waarbij de beide buitengeleiders in één vlak met en op gelijke afstand van de binnengeleiders zijn opgesteld komt Babikow tot de onjuiste conclusie dat de
buitengeleiders tijdens stationaire driefasen-belastingen het zwaarst belast
worden.
(M. A. Babikow "Wichtige Bauteile Elektrischer Apparate",
V.E.B. Verlag Technik,Berlijn 1954, blz. 196 e.v.)
5. In het experimentele deel van zijn werk tracht Nöske zijn stabiliteita-theorieen van gasontladingen te verifiëren aan de hand van oscillogrammen van
stroomonderbrekingen door een expansieschakelaar. Hij gebruikt hiertoe
echter hoofdcircuit-oscillaties in plaats van instabiliteits-oscillaties.
De door Nöske afgeleide tijdconstanten zijn daarom veel te hoog.

(H. Nöske "Zum Stabilitätsproblem beim Abschalten kleiner induktiver Ströme
mittels Hochspannungsschaltern",
Diss. Berlijn 1955, Arch. f. El. 43 (1957) 114.)
6. Tijdens metingen met spanningsdelers voor hoge frequenties en hoge spanningen moet door centrale aarding verzekerd zijn, dat de retourstroom door de
geaarde mantel van de verbindingskabel gelijk is aan de stroom door de binnenader,

7, Het ijken van spanningsdelers voor hoge frequenties en hoge

spann~ngen

heeft

slechts zin, wanneer dezelfde verbindingskabel en oscillograaf en hetzelfde
principe van aarding wordt gebruikt als tijdens de uiteindelijke metingen.
8, Ten onrechte wordt de dynamische energie-vergelijking van de elektrische
boogontlading aan Heller en Elenbaas toegeschreven, Deze vergelijking werd
voor het eerst door ter Horst gepubliceerd.
(D. Th. J. ter Horst "Boogontladingen met wisselstroom",
Diss. Utrecht, 1934.)
9, Als kunst een scheppende activiteit is en esthetica de normatieve leer daarvan,
kunnen nieuwe normen in de kunst uitsluitend achteraf door de esthetica geevalueerd worden.
10. Het uitschrijven van fotowedstrijden waarbij het recht van gratis publicatie
van ingezonden werken wordt bedongen, is in het algemeen niet correct ten
opzichte van beroepsfotografen.

Eindhoven, 14 juni 1966

W. M.C. van den Heuvel

